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A b  t ract  
anlng o i l  p i l l  I S  a univer a l  concern due to  i t  environmental 
impact. The aim of thi tudy is to tudy the effectiveness and appl ications of pure 
and recycled pol mer in cl an-up and the reco ery of crude oi l  from oi l  spi l l  . In 
thi tudy. micro-nano fiber of anal tical -grade and commercial polystyrene samples 
were prepared by electrospinning technique. Fiber size distribution was shov,'Il to 
\ ar)' "', i th the electrospinn ing parameters and type of polymer. F ibrous sorbents 
prepare hereafter were investigated for their efficiency in remo ing oi l  spi l l s .  Results 
ho\\ ed a variation in the sorption capacitie of the fibers to various types of crude 
o i l  \\'i th th morphology of the fibers and the conditions at which tbey were 
prepared. Results al 0 bowed a variation of tbe sorption capacities with the original 
properties of the crude o i l s  investigated. To fine-tune the sorption process. 
opt imization of the e lectrospinning process was carried out including electrospinning 
etup paranleters as wel l  as polymeric solution and electrospinning cbanlber 
paranleters. Corre lations were establ ished between each of the parameters and the 
sorption efficiency of the fibrous sorbents prepared thereafter. A high potential of the 
fibrous orbents in the removal of crude oi l  spi l l s  was, therefore. proven with 
experimental e idences and structure-property relationships .  
Keywords: Oil spi l l s, e lectrospinning, micro-nanofibers, sorption capacity, retrieval .  
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C h a pte r 1: Introdu ction  
Water pol lution j known worldv,;ide to  be induced directly or  indirectly by 
human int the marine environment. I t  inc ludes e tuaries, which effect and damage 
th l i \  i ng re ourc and marine l i fe .  I n  addition to direct ly affecting the human 
health. pollution also considered an ob truction to marine acti itie . cau es a 
deteri ration of ea water usage and a reduction of amenities. I Wil l iams ( 1 996) 
concluded that v ..'ater pol lut ion is not only related to hazardous materials in aqueous 
m dia but air pol lutant , v" h ich eventua l ly end up accumulated in d ifferent types of 
aqueous media a wel l .  2.3 
Pol lution of water has been always attributed to the increase in 
i ndustria l ization and human acti ities in the world .  As a result and according to the 
World Health Organization ( WHO).  three b i l l ion people in the world lack access to 
c lean v;ater. M ost of the sources of aquatic  pol lution are wel l-known, 50% of which 
i a d i rect result  of the agriculture sector. I Domestic and municipal wastes4.5 also 
cause massive dan1age to ecosystems.  Such wastes may contain a broad range of the 
pol lutants, l ike pathogens6, organic substances7,8, heavy metals9•1 O• and oi lil. Due to 
the population growth, the amount of wastes produced by people is significantly 
increasing. I t  is supposed, that water pol lution wil l  increase at least twice over the 
next 20 years1
2·1 3 . The environmental response of an aquatic system to pol lutants 
greatl y  depends on i ts  inherent susceptibi l ity, i . e  .. a natural capacity to absorb 
' 1 1 ' 1  b' l ' 1 4 1 5 environmental stress and Stl eaSl y recover sta 1 Ity , . 
O i l  pollution has been receiv ing i ncreasing attention since the middle of the 
1 9lh century with the increase in tanker operations, o i l  use, frequent marine tanker 
col l i sions and accidents result ing in o i l  spi l l s. Unfortunately, every year, mi l l ions of 
2 
gallon of oil are being added to the coa tal and marine environment from different 
ource . a ho\\ n in  Fig u re 1 .1 mith ( 1 97 1 ) report d that a many as half a mi l l ion 
ton of per i tent o i l  are di  charged into the ea every yearl6. Reed ( 1 972) sugge ted 
a imi lar figure and reported that the annual release of hydrocarbon is around 
600.000- l .000.000 ton . nder sti l l  conditions. the o i l  traps i lts and other 
su pended matter and sink to the bottom where it  is deposited. Coastal refineries 
in titute another di t inct ri k of continuous oi l  pollution since mi l l ions of gal lons of 
crude oil and it  products are proces ed and stored there. Crude oil is purified and 
proce ed in refineries to produce a variety of fuels.  lubricants. and olvents. During 
the e operat ions. a continuou smal l - cale pollution occurs through leakages. spi l l s. 
breakage . etc . Water i s  u ed in man processes and i nevitably  becomes 
contaminated with o i l  and derivatives. and when di scharged, it  carries appreciable 
fue l  loads. I pil lages et. a l .  ( 2007) reported that Austral ia's largest spi l l  was the loss 
of 1 7 .000 tons of l ight crude o i l  from the tanker Kirki  off the coast of Western 
Au tral ia  i n  July 1 99 1 . There have been 1 3  incidents involving the loss of more than 
1 00 tons of o i l  in Austral ian marine environments since 1 970 as shown in Table 1 . 1 7  
I n  addi tion, the largest off hore spi l l  i n  U . S  h istory took place in  spring-summer 
20 1 0. known as "Deepwater Horizon disaster". It presented a significant threat to the 
coast l ine and the marine ecosystem of the Gul f  of Mexico, and was estimated around 
3 3 .000 barrel s/da . 18 Moreover, the worst environmental maritime disaster took 
place in New Zealand in 20 1 1 .  I t  was attributed to the rupture of one of the ship's 
main fuel tanks. As a result, it released between 1 30 and 350  tonnes of heavy oil into 
the water. The fresh damage was caused after the ship's hul l dragged in heavy winds 
1 9 and swel l s  of up to four metres. 
3 
The nited rab Emirate is one of the \vord' leading countries of oi l  
production. and it marine en i ronment along the rabian Gulf and the Gulf of 
Oman i subjected to increa ing quantities of o i l  spi l l  .20.21 imi lar to most of the 
c untrie in the rabian Penin ula. E regi tered desal ination plants a the main 
uppl) for fresh water. on equentl . and being al l  bui l t  close to the hore. these 
plant are ubjected to the threat of oi l  spi l l . hence introducing toxic materials. 
\\ hich directl affect manne I ife .22 Smith ( 1 970) reported mortal i ty and 
el imination of ea stars (Pisaster pp. ) and ea urchins (Strongylocentrotus spp. ) as 
a re ult of diesel o i l  pol lution and reported that as l ittle  as 0 . 1 % emulsion of the oi l  
may i nacti vate the tube feet of the urchi  ns 












Figure 1 :  Extent of o i l  pol lution from d ifferent sources into the coastal and marine 
environment worldwide each year from different sources. I 
5 
Table 1 :  Recent o i l  pi l l  In U tral ia (> 1 00 tonnes):1"' 
hip Year Ship type Estimated oil lost 
(>100 tonnes) 
Kirki 1 99 1  Oi l  tanker 1 7000 
M etaxata 1 999 Oil tanker 1 400 
Oceanic Grandeur 1 970 Oil tanker 1 067 
Korean Star 1 98 8  Bulk catTier 800 
Sanko Harvest 1 99 1  Bulk Carrier 700 
Bethioua 1 976 Oi l  tanker 350 
Iron Baron 1 995 Bulk carrier 300 
Laura D'Amato 1 999 Oi l  tanker 3 00 
Era 1 992 Oil tanker 296 
Port Stanvac 1 999 P ipel ine 270 
Al Qurain 1 98 8  L ivestock carrier 1 84 
Es 0 Gippsland 1 982 Oi l  tanker 1 80 
World Encouragem ent 1 979 Oi l  tanker llO 
6 
The rate of recovery of the ecosystem as a result of contamination v.;i th o i l  
p i l l  i debatable. hriadah ( 1 998 )  observed a rapid reduction in the contamination 
level and recovery of the eco stem along the Gulf  of Oman in one of the oil spl l l  
inc ident which cau ed  a temporary e le  ation of contamination level . On  the other 
hand. Yamamoto et aJ . ( 2003 ) concluded that the recovery rate is dependent on the 
pol lution ite and the inten ity of contamination.23 
Con equences of  o i l  spi l l s  have direct environmental and economical 
impacts. Concerning the en ironmental impact, o i l  spi l l s  cause a decrease in  the 
concentration of di solved oxygen in  water. a it is wel l  known that film formation of 
oil ob tructs 02 tran ferring betvveen air and water
24 . Moreo er, dark oil (e.g. crude 
and residue fuel o i l )  tends to absorb more solar energy than l ight o i l  (e .g .  gasol ine 
and diese l ) .  hence raising the water temperature. which might be cause a fire 
hazard.25 I n  addit ion, o i l  s l ick d isturbs the amount of l ight reaching marine plants. 
algae. and p lankton hence affect their photosynthesis. Figure 2 describes the 
changes that usual ly take place in the ph sical and chemical properties of water as a 
result of the presence of o i l  s l ick onto aquat ic media.26 
I n  addition to a l l  of the above consequences, o i l  spi l l s  have acute-to-chronic 
effects on organisms. depending on the amount of oi l  released. Metabol ic processes 
of the affected p lants can also increase the toxic ity of the wel l  known toxic agents, 
such as n-paraffin. by converting it  to other derivatives that are more toxic than the 
orig inal . 27 Rept i les  and amphibians can also be k i l led directly by petroleum. In a 
temperate region, mammals (polar bear, otter, fur seaL and muskrat) that rely on fur 
insulation are frequently k i l led by o i l .  Seabirds are often k i l led by oi l  spi l ls ,  primari ly 
because of plumage o i l ing and oil  i ngestion. An example of a chronic biological 
Photo Oloda on 
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F igure 2 :  Weathering processes that change o i l  properties27 
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impact i the redu tion in the thickne s of egg hel l  of the next aeneration eab' d o l[ . 
I t  hould be al 0 mentioned that damages caused by an oi l  p i l l  wi l l  be greater i f  
occurring near coral or  mangrove area . 28 Economical impact of  o i l  pi l l s  are 
di fficult to a e becau e it depends on the type of oi l .  and the geographical detai ls  
or the region � here oi l  p i l l  took place. 29 
C rude oil  i con idered a preciou commodity .  Therefore, any pi l lage or 
ineffic ient extraction impl i economic and environmental concerns. Thus, effic ient 
) tern are ignificantly e sential for the treatment and recovery of the spi l led oi l .3o 
I n  addit ion to acc ident . uch as ,vei l  dri l l ing, shipping or bunkering incidents. or by 
del iberate di charge from the vessels. o i l  spi l l s  may also arise as a result of natural 
I akage from the sea floor. These e ents have encouraged en ironmental scientists to 
develop techniques to deal with oi l  spi l l s ,  both at sea and on shorel ines. Depending 
on the approach taken in  the treatment, these teclmiques include physical. chemical. 
and biological in orig in .  orne of these methods were debated and as a result , 
significant research efforts have been de oted to this subject in the recent years.3 J .32 
the fol lowing sections provide more detai l s  about these approaches. 
1 . 1  Physical M ethods 
Some of the most common practical and environmental physical methods of 
the o i l  spi l l  c leanup are based on mechanical recovery . This approach is the largest 
c lass of the recovery techniques, and i nc ludes a broad variety of skimmers, booms, 
and oi l -co l lecting vessels. The mechanical methods do not i nvolve chemicals and do 
not. therefore, require specia l  official  permission to be implemented. unl ike 
di spersants, whose use is l imi ted or e en forbidden in  many regions. The mechanical 
oil recovery systems are provided to the oi l  spi l l  location by the special ly designed 
9 
and equipp d pi l l  re pon \Ie e ls .  boom is a device u ed to control oi l  spreading 
and re trict di charg into a l imited area. Booms can be made from \'ariou polymer­
ba ed material v, hich are tolerant to oiL l ight and other handl ing condition . 
Example . include nylon. pol) e ter. polyurethane. and PVC etc. and are variable in  
de ign and construction. boom is mad of essential component : a freeboard. a 
skirt and a longtitudinal upport .  A "freeboard" is  a top part that contains the oil  and 
help preventing wave from spla hing oi l  over the top part of the boom. A "skirt" is  
an underwater patt of the boom, and it helps col lecting the oi l  and contributes in  
reducing the atl10unt of oi l  lost in  the boom. A " longitudinal support" .  which is 
u ual ly a chain or cable running along the bottom of the skirt .  strengthens the boom 
against \\'ind and wave action, and may also serve a a weight or bal last to add 
stabi l ity and help keep the boom upright as shown i n  Figure 3.33  
kinmlers are usual ly used together with the booms. The skimmers remove 
o i l  from the water surface without cau ing changes in its physical or chemical 
properties and transfer it to the storage tanks onboard the vessel .  During severe 
\vinter conditions where ice co ers is found onto the water surface, there is usual ly 
no need to use the booms because the ice ser es as a barrier against oil spreading. A 
variety of skimmer designs have been opt imized to operate efficiently in  d ifferent 
weather conditions. as wel l  as i n  the Arctic sea with a high concentration of ice. 
Although designs vary . all skimmers rely on specific gravity; surface tension and a 
moving medium to remove floating o i l  from the water surface as shown in  Figure 
4.3-l 
10 
Figure 3 :  Use a boom for oi l  c lean up.35 
Figure 4 :  Use skimmer for o i l  c lean Up. 36 
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i I -col lecting ves e l  are motorized vessel , which are integrated with some 
f the above-m ntioned technologies. They perform an independent col lection of the 
oi l  p i l l  on the water. and are. therefor . con idered th most rel iable and po ible 
technology in  the futur . Thi is  ba ed on th fact that they have the abi l ity to handle 
large volume of the inflow to be treated with minimal negative impact on the 
en\' ironment compared to other technologie . Mo t of the ves els combine everal 
o i l  p i l l  re pon e technologie onboard.37 
1 .2  Che m ical M ethod 
I n  man case , phy ical methods are not sufficient for a complete remo al of 
an o i l  pi l l .  I n  addition, the t ime used for oi l  spi l l  removal is very critica l .  I n  these 
ituation , chemical methods are suitable alternatives. However, chemical methods 
are relati\'ely more expen ive and have other side effects, \ hich are considered 
di advantages of these method . Chemical methods are main ly composed of 
chemical sol id ifiers. which have chemical structure that makes it different from 
chemical dispersant . Their main function i to change the physical and chemical 
properties of an oil spi l l  to form coagulate. which then either sinks to the bottom of 
the water media or floats onto the water surface then col lected using special boats. 
However, due to thei r  h igh costs, sol id ifires are not so common and are only used in  
ome countries. Chemical d ispersants are chemical agents that are composed of 
surfactant and petroleum-based solvents. Additional ly ,  some reagent aids may be 
added to control the spreading of the di spersed o i l .  The primary function of 







Figure 5 :  chematic representation showing the princ iples behind the use of 
d· 3 8 lsper ants. 
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orb n t  make up another c 1as o f  materials \\ ith the abi l i ty o f  oaking up 
o i l  pi l l  from \\ ater. The main advantage of orbents is the convenience of r moving 
oi l  l ick from contaminated area. unl ike other methods. However, i t  is  wel l  known 
that o i l -containing orbents hould be col lected for oi l  recovery or for further 
l imination. Thus. ad orbent should be low in den ity to make them buoyant for 
long period and be able to ad orb oi l .  Therefore. sorbents should be designed with 
high poro i ty for a maximum effic iency of oi ls  spi l l  removal .  
Oleophi l i c  materials are prefelTed a s  sorbents a s  they possess high affinity 
towards the hydrophobic o i l  spi l ls .  hence removal efficiency i s  expected to be high. 
On the other hand. orbents should not be h drophi l ic to avoid the adsorption of 
water. An example of a polymeric boom is shown in Figure 6 .  Additional ly, ideal 
orbent should have the fol lowing properties: 
1 .  During pick up of the saturated adsorbents, soaked oi l  should be 
ill1l1unum. 
2. Appl ication and transportation of sorbents should be convenient. 
3. Sorbents should be non-toxic and non-harmful to the environment. 
4.  Sorbents should be less expensive than other materials used on oil spi l l  
removal . 
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1 .3 Bio logica l  Met hod 
Th e method ar al 0 known a "bior mediation", which are usually applied a a 
econdar on- ite treatment, after mechanical or chemical methods, especial ly  vv hen 
the i I p i l l  la) er thickne i not Ie than 0. 1 111111 . Fe\ microorgani ms are capable 
of dige t ing the p troleum hydrocarbons, uch as bacteria of the genus Pseudomonas 
and ollle p c ie of fungi and ea t . It becomes more accessible to other types of 
oi l -eat ing bacteria if the o i l  spi l l  is  more finely divided. Bioremediation typically 
i nyol\"e bio t imulation, \\ hich means the addi tion of the rate-l imiting nutrients in 
order to accelerate U1e biodegradation of the o i l .  amely, in  order for the 
microorganism to digest carbon-based materials, signi ficant amounts of nitrogen 
and phosphorus, vv'hich are es ential ingredients of protei n  and nucleic acid, are 
needed . Maintain ing sufficient nitrogen i s  considered the biggest chal lenge. 
Biological method involve the use of l iv ing organisms such as: bacteria, yeast. 
algae, and fungi to degrade oi l  spi l l .  The main advantage of biological metods is its 
low negat ive impact on ecology . However, the d isadvantage of biological methods is 
the s low rate of degradation as long time is always needed for a complete 
degradation of the o i l  spi l l  products. 39 
1 5  
Figure 6:  A boom fi l led up  with polypropy lene sorbent appl ied to  col lect o i l .  
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1 04 Other  Approacbe 
number of other technologie may al 0 be u ed uch inorganic mineral . 
natural material , 'nthetic chemical and biological materials:  these include the use 
pol) meric material . Recentl . Wang et a1 . have used kapok fiber for high oi l  
ab rbenc} .40 In another recent work by L ikon et  a1 . .  u ed seed fibers a a natural 
ource for oi l  ab orb nt .4 1 T a b le 2 shows the ad antages and l imitations of each of 
the various treatment method . Examples of phy ical and mechanical methods are 
kimmer. gravi ty eparat ion, micro and ultrafi ltration. and membrane fil tration. The 
biological method include the use of microorganisms to remo e oi l  42 . Chemical 
treatment can be real ized b . coagulation and flocculation, electrocoagulation. and 
flotation techniques43 .4.u5 Granular or fibrous fi l ter materials are used for surface and 
depth fi ltrat ion method.46,47 Meanwhi le ,  adsorption method uti l izes booms. 
di persants. and sorbents to remove oi l .  48 I n  the fol lowing sections. more focus wi l l  
be gi\'en to orption of o i l  u ing fibrous sorbents and various methods of preparing 
tho e orbents. 
Table 2 . Method for treating oi ly v. astev,ater6 
Methed 
Ad orption 
Coagu lation a n d  
flocc u lation 
Good oi l  remo al 
e ffic iency, imple 
operation. Low proces ing 
co t 
Good oi l  removal 
e ffic iency 
Electrocoagulation High oil removal 
efficiency, Low operat ing 
cost 
WU . ..Ii. 
Labor intensive. 
Poor remo al  of fine 
emul ions « 1 00 /lm) 
H igh initial and operating 
cost, Labor intensive. 
Generation of a secondary 
pol lutant 
H igh init ial cost 
Flotation H igh o i l  removal efficiency Complex operation 
Coale cences (depth 
fi l trat ion)  
M e m brane fi l trat ion 
Good oi l  removal 
efficiency. imple 
operation, Lo init ial  and 
Operating cost 
H igh o i l  removal efficiency 
Biological treatment  Good oi l  removal 
effic iency, Low operating 
cost 
( i n  olves coagulants/ 
flocculants ) . Inadequate 
removal of fine oi l  droplets 
« 50 /lm).  H igh operating 
cost 
O i l  removal efficiency 
highly depends on the 
qual i ty of fi l ter bed media. 
Slow oil removal process 
Requires pre-treatment of 
wastewater, H igh in itial 




Extremely temperature and 
pH sensitive, Requires 
ski l led operator Requires 
wide space 








4 ]  
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1 .5 F i b ro u  orbent  
Fibrou sorb nt  of di fferent origins: natural and ynthet ic, have been 
im e tigated for oi l  spi l l  removal .  Figu re 7 hows ome type of fibrous material 
and their cia i ficat ion.68 I n  the text i le indu try. fibers are considered the basic unit of 
t xt i le product , which are characterized by flexibi l ity . fineness and high aspect ratio 
( length-to-thickne ) of 2: l  00. Texti le technology ha evolved over mi l lennia. and the 
teml text i le  now ha a very broad meaning.  I n  general. this term appl ies to product 
form ( fiber, ) am. and fabric ) :  either from natural or synthetic sources as wel l  as the 
products derived from them. This includes all types of yams or ropes ( threads, cords. 
ropes and braided). al l kinds of fabric ( woven. knitted and nonwo en), hosiery 
( kn itwear and gam1ents) ,  household fibrous, furnishing and upholstery, industrial and 
technical fibrou (e .g .  geotexti les. medical fibrous and fibrous composites) .  
Moreover. an earl ier classification of fibrou material as  reinforcements wa 
e tabl i  hed by Scardino.69 umerous types of synthetic inorganic and organic fibers 
are used for commercial ,  i ndustriaL and even medical purposes. Some of the major 
commercial  u es of fibers are for thern1al and acoustical insulat ion. fi l tration, and 
reinforcements. Thus. fibrous products aid in energy conservation ( thermal 
insulat ion ) and the removal of pol lution ( fi ltration) .  Medical uses of fibers include 
blood fi l tration and implant reinforcements.70 
Polymeric man-made fibers are fabricated from natural or synthetic sources. 
The consumption of man-made fibers based on synthetic polymers, frequently 
referred to as synthetic fibers. has grown rapidly since their introduction i nto the 
market i n  the 1 940s and 1 950s. Today in the Uni ted States, more than 50% of the 
fibers used i n  text i le  appl ications are man-made. The worldwide production of man­
made fi bers amounted to about 27 mi l l ion metric tons in 1 996.
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Figure 7: F ibrous materials and their c lassification68 
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The fi r t man-mad fiber wa pre ented in  1 889 at the World Exhibition in 
Pari . Development in th polymer and chemical indu trie - as wel l  a in 
e lectronic and mechanic - have led to the introduction of new types of man-made 
fiber , e pecial l, the first ynthetic fibers, uch as n lon73 , polyprop lene7� and 
po)) tyrene75.76. Regenerated cel lulosic fiber are a cla s of man-made fibrous 
material manufactured from wood pulp or other natural sources of cellulose. 
Be ides the appl ication of unmodi fied cel lulose products, cel lulose can be converted 
i nto regenerated cel lu lo ic materials, which have been widely appl ied in many 
field . 77 
orption by natural fibrous materials takes place by adsorption and 
coalescence method. Adsorption and coalescence (v ia depth fi ltration ) showed 
rea onable and attractive results i f  appropriate media are used.68 I n  these 
mechani ms, no additional chemicals are required to emulsify oi l  in water, and high 
removal efficiencie of chemical oxygen demand (COD) from wastewater were 
demonstrated78 . I n  general ,  natural fibrous oi l  sorbents contain micro and 
macroporous structures that permit  an oi l  attachment and entrapment within inter-
and intrafiber structures. Adsorption and coalescence mechanisms are often 
separately studied, a l though there is a ery high probabi l i ty that both mechanisms 
occur simultaneously. I n  both mechanisms. oi l  adsorpt ion performance is commonly 
measured in temlS of oil  removal efficiency ( %  removal) and sorption capacity (mass 
of o i l  sorbed per gram sorbent) .
67 
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number o f  natural orbents have been tudied in  this regard uch a traw�9. 
d -18 b 0 
. 8 1  h 8� 83 8-1 aw u t . comco , nee . coconut usk - cotton . wood . woo18: . kena�6. 
cattai l4 1 . and kapok fibers69• Howe er. it ha been shovvn that most of them have 
di adv antage uch as poor buo ancy. relati\'ely low oi l  absorption capacity. low 
h} drophobici ty. and high affinity toward water ab orption68 . Considering the high 
hy drophobicity of oiL the mo t proper sorbents should po sess high hydrophobic a 
\vel l .  Therefore. the attention of environmental scienti ts has been driven towards the 
u e of ynthetic hydrophobic polymers. such as polypropylene87• polyurethane 
88 d 1 89 Tl h 
. . foam . an po ystyrene . e e synt etlc sorbents have excel lent hydrophobIc  and 
01 ophi l ic  properlies68• and could be further treated to enhance their hydrophobic 
characteri tics9o. I n  addition to h igh hydrophobicity, fibers with high surface area are 
al 0 expected to have higher sorpt ion capacities. When the diameters of polymeric 
fiber are shrunk from micrometers (e .g .  1 0- 1 00 11m) to submicron or nanometers 
(e .g .  1 0- 1 00 nm).  there appear se eral surpri sing and useful characteristics such as 
vel") l arge surface area to volume rat io ( this rat io for a nanofiber can be as large as 
1 00 t ime of that of a microfiber). flexi b i l i  ty i n  surface functional i ties. and superior 
mechanical perfomlance (e .g .  stiffness and tensi le strength ) compared with any other 
known form of the materia l .  These outstanding properties make the polymer 
nanofibers to be optimal candidates for many critical appl ications.9 1  
I . 6  Fab rication of F ibrous So rbents - E lectrospinning Tech nique 
. ,  d 
. 92 I th ' 93 A number of processIng techruques such as rawIng , temp ate syn eSlS , 
sel f-assembly94. 95. e lectrospinning4-1, etc . have been used to prepare polymeric micro-
to-nanofibrous sorbents i n  recent years.9
1 Electrospinning has been recognized as an 
efficient technique for the fabrication of polymer nanofibers. The process of 
2 2  
"electro pinning" . \-va fir t discovered in 1 934 by Formbals97 . Within the fol lowing 
1 0  ,'ear ( 1 934-44 ) .  F om1hal publ )' hed a e ' f d . nes 0 patent e cribing an 
e. perimental etup for the product ion of polymer fiber u mg an electro tatic 
force9 1  97.98.99, 1 00, 10 1 . The fi r t pinn ing method adopted by FOffi1hals had some 
technical di sadvantage . uch a the difficulty of completely dl ing the fibers 
obtained [rom pinning due to the short di stance between the spi lming and collection 
area. which re ul ted in a Ie aggregated web structure. In a subsequent patent 
Fonnhal refined his earlier approach98, where the distance ben een the feeding 
nozzle and the ilber col lecting device wa al tered to provide more dry ing t ime for the 
electro pun fibers .  ub equently in 1 940, Formbals patented a method for producing 
compo ite fiber webs from mUlt iple polymeric sources by electrostatical ly spinning 
fi . b b 103 polymer Iber on a movmg ase su strate . 
The major advantage of the electrospi nning process is its technical simplic ity and 
ease of adaptabi l ity . 1 0-1 Electrospinn ing unit is simple to construct .  I t  consists of a 
h igh voltage electric source with positive or negat ive polarity. a syringe pump with 
capi l laries or tubes to carry the solution from the syringe or pipette to the spinneret, 
and conducting col lector. The col lector could be meta l l ic in origin such as aluminum, 
which can be shaped as flat plates, rotating drums, etc. A schematic drawing of the 
electrospinn ing unit is shown in F igure 8 .  Previous researchers ha e used an 
apparatus simi lar to the one gi en in F igure 8 with modifications depending on 
process conditions to spin a wide variety of fine fibers. 1 0-l Electrospun fibers can be 
made from sol utions or melts of polymers, which are then forced through a syringe 
pump to fonn a pendant drop of the polymer at the tip of the capi l lary .  H igh voltage 
is appl ied to the polymer solution i nto the syringe through an immersed electrode, or 
by direct contact with the syringe meta l l ic  needle, thereby inducing free charges into 
2 3  
the polymer olution. The e charged ion move in re ponse to the appl ied electric 
field to\\ ard the electrode of oppo i te polarity : grounded col lector. 1 05 At the tip of 
the capi l lary , the pendant hemispherical polymer drop takes a cone- l ike projection in  
the pre ence of an electric fie ld .  dditional ly ,  v ... ·hen the applied potential reaches the 
critical v alue required in order to overcome the urface tension of the l iquid. a jet of 
l iquid i ejected from the cone t ip. l 06 Various instabi l i ty modes that occur during the 
fiber fom1 ing processes are expected to occur b the combined effect of both the 
e lectro tatic field and the material propeliies of the polymer. It has been suggested 
that the onset of d ifferent modes of i nstabi l ities in the electrospinn ing process may 
depend on the hape of the jet in i tiat ing surface and the degree of instabi l ity, which 
efficiently produces change in the fiber morphology 




-i---- Polymer so lution  
�---- Nozzle 
��:;::::..- --- C o l lecting device 
F igure 8: chematic d iagram of electrospinning set-up. '04 
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I n  lectro pinning .  the charge tran port due to the appl ied voltage i mainly 
due to the flo\-" of the polym r jet towards the col lector. and the increa e or decrea e 
in the current i l i nked to the mass flow of the polymer from the nozzle tip. Deitzel t 
a l .  (20 I 1 )  have inferred that the change in  the pinning current i correlated to the 
change in the in tabi l i ty mod 1 08 . They experimental ly showed that an increase in  
applied voltage au es a chang in the hape of th jet ini tiating point. and hence the 
tructure and morpholog of fibers l 07 . Earlier in 1 97 1 .  Baumgarten whi le carry ing 
out experiments with acry l ic fibers observed an increase in  fiber length of 
approximately tv;ic v,;ith smal l  changes in fiber diameter with an increase in  applied 
1 1 09 \ 0  tage. imi l arl . M gelski et al . ( 20 1 3 )  have investigated the voltage 
dependence on the fiber d iameter using polystyrene (PS )  and showed that the PS 
fiber size dec rea ed from about 20 11m to 1 0  11m with an increase in  oltage from 
S KY to 1 2KV,  whi le there was no significant change observed in the pore size 
di tribution. as shown in Figu re 9. "0 
I t  has also been hown that vary i ng the appl ied voltage has a significant effect 
on the formation of the Ta lor cone. At relatively low applied voltages a pendant 
drop ( depicted i n  l ight gray i n  F igu re 9) is fonned at the t ip of the capi l lary, where 
after the Tay lor cone ( represented i n  dark gray ) then fOnTIS at the t ip of the pendant 
Capil lary 
Jected F i ber 
I ncreasl 
Figure 9: Effect of vary ing the appl ied voltage on the formation of the Taylor 
cone. I I O 
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drop. However. a the appl ied "'ol tage i i ncrea ed (mO\ ing from left to right ) the 
\ olume of the p ndant drop decreases until the Ta) lor cone i s  formed at the t ip of 
the capi l lary . I ncrea ing the appl ied voltage further results in the fiber jet being 
ejected from within the api l l al)r, which is a sociated with an increa e in bead 
d fect a hown in Figu re 1 0 . 1 1 1  
The tructure and morpholog of electrospun fibers are easi l  affected by the 
nozzle to col lector di tan e because of their dependence on the deposit ion time. 
evaporation rate. and whipping or in tabi l ity interval . l I 2 Megelski et a! . (20 l 3 ) 
ob en d bead formation in electrospun PS fibers on reducing the nozzle to col lector 
di tance whi le pre erv ing the ribbon shaped morphology with a decrease in the 
1 1  d ·  1 1 3 nozzle to co ector I stance. 
The flow rate of the polymer from the syringe is another impoliant process 
parameter as it influences the jet veloci ty and the material transfer rate. I n  the case of 
P fibers, Megel ki et a ! .  (20 ]  3 )  observed that the fiber diameter and the pore 
d ian1eter i ncreased with an increase i n  the polymer flow rate. As the flow rate 
increased. the fibers had pronounced beaded morphologies and the mean pore size 
increased from 90 to 1 50 nm Figu re 1 1  shows the FESEM images of these PS fibers 
fun ·  f f]  1 1 3 as a ctlon 0 ow rate. 
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Figure 1 0 : Variation of beaded fibers as the mass ratio  of water letha no 1 was changed. 
Electric field is 0 .5  kV/cm, weight fraction of PEO is 3 .0%. The horizontal edge of 
each of the figures is 20 microns long. l l l  
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F igure 1 1 : FESEM images of P fibers as a function of flow rate : (a)  0.004 mL/min 
(5 kV, WD 9.5 mm); (b )  0.07 mL/min ( 1 5  kV, WD 5 .5  mm); (c) 0. 1 mL/min ( 1 5  kV, 
WD 5 . 2  mm); ( d )  0. 1 4  mL/min ( 1 5  kV, WD 5 .5  mm): (e) 0.24 mL/min  ( 1 5  kV, WD 
5 . 5  mm). 1 1 3 
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Re earch activit) on the electrospinning of nanofibers ha been ucce ful in  
pmmng ubmicron rang fiber from different polymeric olution and melt . 
I though a va t amount of l i terature is a ai lable on the structure and morphological 
pr pert ie of pol} meric micro- and nanofiber . there is very l i tt le publ ished 
inforn1ation on the electrohydrodynamic of the electrospi nning proce . Polymer 
v, ith attractive chemical. mechanical. and electrical properties l ike high conductiv ity , 
high chemical re i tance, and high tensi le strength have been spun into ultrafme 
fibers b the electro pinning process, and their potential appl ication in areas l ike 
fi ltration, optical fibers, drug del ivery system. t issue scaffolds, and protective textiles 
h b . d 1 07 I I � M D'  ' d I 00 ave een exarnll1e . . - . ac lan11l et a . (2  1 )  ha e electrospun pol styrene 
u i ng THF a a olvent to produce nanofibers with a minimum diameter of 1 6  nm 
and an a erage diameter of 30 .5  nl11 . He observed higher temperature in  fibers due to 
h igher conductivity . I 1 6 
The production of nanofibers by the electrospinn ing process is influenced b 
both the electrostatic forces and the viscoelastic behavior of the polymer. Process 
parameters. l ike solution feed rate. appbed voltage, nozzle-collector distance. and 
spinning environment. as wel l  as material properties, l ike solution concentration, 
vi co ity. surface tension, conductivity, and solvent vapor pressure, i nfluence the 
structure and properties of electrospun nanofibers. Significant work has been done to 
correlate fibers' characteristics to process parameters. and to characterize the 
d 
. I 1 03 properties of fibers as a function of process an matena parameters. 
I n  terms of materials properties effect, solution concentration has been shown 
to l imi t  boundaries for the formation of electrospun fibers due to variations in the 
viscosity and surface tension. 1 07 Low strength solution forms droplets due to the 
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influence of urface ten ion  v. hi le higher concentration prohibits fiber formation due 
to hi gher v isco i ty .  Previou I) publ i shed l i terature ha documented the difficultie i n  
the electrospinning of  pol mers. for e ample, Megelski et al . ( 2002) have reported 
n the fiber morpho log and pore formation of P in THF in aried concentrations 
from 1 8  to 35 \vt %. The found that the vi co ity of the solution increased a the P 
concentration increa ed \ hi le  a l l  other spinning parameters were kept constant. 
Optical micrographs howed an i ncrease in fiber diameter from 0 .8 to 20 (± 1 0 ) !lm 
with increasing soluti n concentrat ion. The PS fibers form beads up to a 
concentration of 30 \\'t %. \\' ith the occurrence of beads decreasing with increasing 
olution vi co it)' . can be seen in  F igu re 1 2 . the size of the beads as wel l  a the 
size of the fibers increased with higher PS concentration. I 1 4 
I n  addit ion to the above, e lectrospinn ing process can also be influenced by 
choices in  nozzle configuration ( single, single ith emulsion. side-by-side. or coaxial 
nozzles) .  Depending on the appl ication, a number of nozzle configurat ions have been 
employed. Perhaps the simplest and most common configuration is the single nozzle 
tec1mique. I n  this configuration, a charged polymer solution flows through a single 
cap i l lary . This configuration i s  ery versat i le  and has been used to electro spun only 
polymer sol utions 1 17 as wel l  as polymer blends (wi th soluble polymers) in common 
solvent. 1 1 0 
Many synthetic and natural polymers have been electrospun using a variety of 
solvents. and their effect on the formation of pores was briefly described only by 
Bognitzki et a l  (2000). 1 1 8 Some work has been carried out on PS membranes, where 
the pores were found to be either a function of solvent density or created by 
thermal ly i nduced phase separation techniques. I 19-1 2 1  I n  the study as mentioned 
earl ier' the physical properties of the solvents p lay a significant role in this process 
3 2  
and h)  pothe ize that the olvent volat i l ity plays a critical role in  the pore formation 
1 1 4 pr ce . 
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F igure 1 2 : Optica l  microscope images of PS fibers electrospun from THF as a 
function of P concentrat ion: ( a) 1 8  wt %; (b )  _0 wt %� ( c )  25 w1 %; (d )  28 wt %� 
( e )  30 wt %; Cf) 35 wt %.11 -1 
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I n  general .  a \ ef) high den it} of pore \\ as ob erved on P fiber 
electro pun from THF.  and the resulting microtexture induced at the fiber surface 
Increase th urfa e area by as much as 20 to 40% depending on the diameter of the 
fiber. 1 22 ubstitution of THF  ob en'ed the influence of the solvent vapor pressure 
\\ ith DMF.  with the microtexture and nanopore of the P fibers disappearing as the 
\ olati l i t) of the mi xed olvent y tem decreased. 1 1 4 
The haracterization of fibers produced by the eiectrospinning process 
remain one of the mo t difficult tasks a the chances of gett ing single fibers are rare. 
I n  order to empirically understand electro pinning process. assessment of the entire 
proce from polymer election to mechan ical testing needs to be carried out 
accurately .  In e lectro pinning. the polymers used are characterized into four dist inct 
categories: ph sical ,  structura l .  mechanical, and chemical 1 23 .  Present ly.  nanofibers 
have attracted the attention of researchers due to their  remarkable micro and 
nanostructural characteri t ics. high surface area. smal l  pore size. and the possibil ity 
of their producing three-dimensional structures that enable the de elopment of 
advanced material s with ophisticated applications. 1 2" Physical characterization is 
associated with structure and morphology of the sample and the nanofibers internal 
structure detemunes the physical and mechanical properties. Geometric properties of 
nanofibers inc lude fiber diameter, d iameter distribution. fiber orientation. and fiber 
morphology (e .g .  cross-section shape and surface roughness) ,  For the 
characterization of geometric properties, techniques such as scannmg electron 
m icroscopy (SEM) ,  field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM). 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). and atomic force microscopy (AFM) were 
used 1 25, 1 26. 1 1 ... 1 27- 1 30 , SEM has been used by many researchers to obser e the 
1 09. 1 25. 1 26. 1 3 1- 1 33 SEM ' bl f d tectl'ng morphology of the fibers produced, as IS capa e 0 e 
3 5  
fiber diameter and morphologies. but the resolution i Ie at  extreme 
magnification . Figure 1 3  hows the typical EM image of Polystyrene electro pun 
fiber . For E . there i a requirement for the sample to be electrical ly conductive. 
th refore. [or mo t of the electro pun polymer produced. a gold or platinum coating 
mu t be appl ied that may alter the diameter readings at higher magnifications. 
evertheles . EM remain a quick method for ob er ing the fibers produced. and i t  
require a l ight ample size for i ts  operation. 1 24 
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F igure 1 3 :  SEM images of spun fibers e lectrospun from a 30 wt % PS/DMF solution 
under ( a) 43%, (b)  3 7%, ( c )  24%, Cd) 22%, (e )  1 5%, (f) 1 1  % with relat ive humidity 
( scale bar : 5 Ilm). 1 34 
C h a pter  2 :  O bj ect i  e 
Th fol lo� ing i s  a d tailed I i  t of objecti e of the current work : 
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1 )  Prepare the appropriate polystyrene olution with different concentrations 
suitable for electro pinning 
2) Fabricate fibers with micro and/or nano diameters of synthetic (pure) and 
recycled pol mer v i th ariable fiber size di stribution 
3 )  ptimiz the lectrospilming conditions that wi l l  y ield fibers with unifonn 
ize d i  tribution within the mm -nm scale, and to characterize the fiber 
prepared there of. 
4 )  E a luate the electro punfibers of al l  types of polystyrene polymers for the 
remo al of various type of oi l  spi l l s  from aqueous media 
5) Model the process of oi l  spi l l s  USll1g prepared fibers and correlate the 
efficiency of o i l  pick-up capaci ty with the stmcture and morphology of the 
prepared fibers. 
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C h a p te r  3: M a te r i a l  a n d  M et h o d  
3. 1 M ateria l  
The ta11ing materials included t\\'o types of  polystyrene PS I  (M" = 1 00.000 
g/mol )  and P I I  (A ill = 350.000 g/mol )  were purchased from Avocado Research 
Chemicals Ltd. and S igma-Aldrich Companies. I n  addition. a recycled polystyrene 
( P  C I I I )  wa al 0 used by using foam and tyrofoam cups. Solvents included 
dimethy l formamid (DMF)  (>99.8%).  and was purchased from F luka. whi le 
tetrah) drofuran (THF)  (>99 .8%) was purchased from LiChrosolv. Polymers used in  
the current study were de ignated as  PSI .  P I I .  and PSC I I I ,  respectively. and were a l l  
u ed as  received . Crude oi ls  used i n  the current study were suppl ied by AD Oc.  
TOTAL. and ADCO; a l l  in  Abu Dhabi ,  UAE with labeled densities. The Crude o i l  
propert ies investigated are l i sted i n  Ta b le 3.  
Table 3 .  Properties of the Crude o i l ,  measured at room temperature. 










Viscosity cP @50RPM 
38 .5  
7 .0  
4 . 1 
Each crude oi l ' s  v iscosity was measured using viscometer (Brookfield V iscometer 
by using spindle S34) .  
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3.2 Met hod 
3.2 . 1 Fa b ricat ion of P Microfiber 
Homogeneous solution of P L P I I  and P e m  containing 20.  30. and 40 
v. /'v % \\ ere prepar d by di olving the corre ponding amounts of the polymer beads 
in DMF.  THF r a mixture of both. Polymer microfiber were made using an 
I ctro pinning technique where each of the pol mer solution wa injected at a 
feeding rat of 1 0  mllhr using an automatic syringe pump, and a voltage of 1 5  kV. 
proyided by a Gama High Voltage Re earch power suppl , towards a grounded 
metal l ic  col lector. The col lector is located at a di stance of 1 5  em from the yringe 
needle .  The electro pinn ing process was carried out under laboratory humidity and at 
room temperature . The whole electrospirming assembly was kept inside a Plexiglas 
box to avoid the effect of external airflow and change in temperature and humidity 
around the system when in use. Electrospun fibers were col lected on a flat square 
a luminum foi l  sheet and \ ere left t i l l  complete dryness before studying their 
morphology and before evaluati ng their  sorption capacities. 
I n  order to study the effect of electrospilming parameters on the sorption 
capacities of the fibrous sorbents. an optimization procedure was carried out in  which 
six electrospinning parameters were evaluated. In the fol lowing sections. detai l s  
about each variable wi l l  be g i  en .  I t  should be mentioned that each parameter was 
separately varied while keeping a l l  other parameters constant, in order to careful ly 
optimize the electro spinning process and produce fibers with max imum affinity 
towards crude o i l  col lection. 
,. E ffect  of o lvent : 
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Pol .. styrene olution ( P  L P I I  and P e I I I )  of 
concentration 20%, 30% and 40% v.. ere pr pared by dis olving each of them in 
D F. THF and their mi. ture at volume ratios of 1 00/0, 7S/2S ,  SO/SO. _S/7S .  and 
01 1 00. II other eJ ctro pinning parameter were kept constant. 
,. E ffect  of Appl ied Vo l tage: Microfiber were collected at appl ied voltage of 
1 0KY. 1 5 KY, 20K , 25KY and 30KY. 
;.... E ffect  of Feed ing  R a te: Polymer solutions \ ere fed through the syringe u ing an 
automatic yri nge pump at feeding rates of 1 .  5. and 1 0  mllh. 
/'" Effec t  of D i  t a n ce: A mentioned above, thi is the distance between the tip of 
the syringe needle and the grounded metal l ic col lector. Distance was varied at 1 0, 
1 5 . and 20 cm. 
/'" Effect  of  H u m idity :  The presence of humidity is  known to affect the fibers' 
surface topography . It hould be mentioned that electro pinning setup and 
experiment was all canied out in a c losed plexiglas box to avoid ex'ternal air 
flow. temperature and humidity effects on the fibers during their formation. I n  
the current study, micro fibers were col lected under the effect of relative humidity 
adj u  ted at 49. 70-80. and 80-90 % by using humidifier. 
/'" E ffec t  of Needle Diam eter: I t  is knovm that diameter of the needle detern1 ines 
the start ing size of the fibers before their deposition onto the grounded collector. 
I n  this regard, needles with gauge numbers of 1 80, 2 1 0. 230 and 290 were 
used. 
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3.2.2 h a racte riza t io n  of the orbent  
tarting polymer ( a  -received) v" ere characterized for their compo i tion 
u ing FT- I R  pectro copy to characterize the polymer compo it ion. Thi wa carried 
out on a polymer thin fi lm ca t a solution containing 20% of each of the polymers in  
O f F .  Electro pun P 1. P I I ,  and P eIn microfiber were characterized for their 
morpholoeY . BET urface area. and pore siz d istribution. Analy i s  of the fibers 
morphology was calTied out using a scanning electron microscope ( JOEL-60 1 O} after 
being gold-coated . Fiber ize and distribution \ ere calculated using image analysis 
oftware ( ImageJ . ational In t itu te of Health. Bethesda. Mary land). BET surface 
area. poro ity. and pore ize d i stribution were carried out using a ni trogen gas 
ad orpt ion at 77 K employing a Quantochrome OVA 1 000 volumetric gas sorption 
in  trwllent :  Auto orb. U A.  
3.2 .3.  o r p t i o n  Ex peri m e n t s  
I n  a typical sorption experiment, l O  ml  of crude oi l  was poured into a 250-mL 
beaker contain ing 1 00 mL artificial seawater ( 3 .5% aCl ) .  Different amounts of each 
of the polymeric microfibrous sorbents (0 .005, 0.0 1 .  0 .05.  and 0. 1 g) were then 
eyenl)' placed onto the oi l  surface. After various time intervals,  nanlely, 0 .5 ,  1 ,  2, 5 .  
1 0  and 30  minutes, the orbent containing the adsorbed o i l  was collected. drained for 
one minute. and placed on a watch glass for weighing. A l l  experiments were 
performed at ambient temperature and al l  weighing performed using an analytical 
balance with readabi l ity up to O .O l mg (5 decimal places) .  The oil sorption capacity 
( gig) of the sorbent was determi ned by fol lowing equation ( Tanobe et a 1 . .  2008)
1 3' . 
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Q =  
W here Q i the il orption capaci ty ( gig ).  n70 i s  the total mass of orbent after the oi l  
drained. and I71s i the mas of the dry sorbent. Results are expre sed as an average of 
trip l icate reading . 
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C h a p t e r  4 :  Re u l t  a n d  Di  cu i o n  
I n  the fol1ov,:ing ections, characterization o f  the tarting material wi l l  be 
fi r t hown. fol lov .. ed by discu sing the application of the fabricated polymeric 
microfiber in the remo\'al of crude oi l  p i l l s . In the econd part of this chapter. 
detai led opt imization of the electro pinn ing proces wil l  be discussed and the effect 
of optimizing the electro pinning parameter on the sorption capacities of the fibers 
prepared thereaft r wi l l  be del iberated. 
4. 1 Cha racterizat ion of the tart ing M aterial  
4. 1 . 1  Crude Oil  
Three types of crude o i ls  were used in  the current study. These were obtained 
from o i l  companies in UAE.  Studyi ng the density and i scosity of these oi ls  showed 
their variabi l i ty .  Figure 1 4  (a,b) shows densities and viscosities of the oi ls, 
re pectively . A lthough the three o i l s  showed minor variation i n  their  densities. a 
more pronounced variation in  their  v iscosities was found . AD OC crude o i l  showed 
the h ighest i scosity. whi le A DCO crude oil had the lowest. It should be mentioned 
that variat ion in the densities and v iscosities of crude oi l  depend on the composition 
of the o i l .  where crude oil i s  essential ly a mixture of many different hydrocarbons. all 
of varying c hain lengths and complexities. 
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F igure 1 4 : Density (a )  and V iscosity (b )  of crude o i ls  used in  the current 
study 
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-'. 1 .2 Poly ty ren e  
I n  the current tud , poly tyrene o f  d ifferent origin were u ed. Analytical­
grade poly tyrene ( P  I and P I I )  were obtained from igmal- ldrieh. \\'h i le 
commerc ial poly tyrene ( P  C I T I )  wa prepared b recycl ing styrofoam sheet and 
cup . I n  ord r to confi lm pha e compo it ion. al l  type of polystyrene were analyzed 
b) FTI R ;  Figu re 1 5 . II polystyrene band were shown at their corresponding wave 
number known in the l i terature. Bands such a those at 308 l .2-300 1 . 1  em" and 
292 "1 . 9 1  em" and 2850.40 cm" corresponding to the stretching mode of aromatic C­
H and at 1 943 .2- 1 728 .3  cm" corre ponding to the aromatic CH asymmetric 
tretching mode were all obser ed in the I R  spectra of all types of polystyrene. These 
fi nd ing indicate the h igh purity of the analytical-grade polystyrene and surprisingly 
indicate the exceptional high purity of the recyc led polystyrene samples. No 
evidenc of non-pol strene reagents, which are usual ly used in  manufacturing 
poly tyrene foam. was found. 
Molecular weights of PSI and PSI I  starting polymers were confirmed by GPC 
analy i s  (Un iversity of Sharjah ) to match the infonnation of the supplier. In addition, 
molecular weight of PSC I I I  was also measured using GPC analysis .  Results are 
shown i n  F ig u re 1 6 .  
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Figure 1 5 : FT- I R  spectra for P S I ,  PS I I .  and PSC I I I  polymers 
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F igure 1 6 : Weight-based Molecular weight of PSL PS I I ,
 and PSC I l I  polymers 
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4.2 h a racte rizat ion  of the Pol  meric l icrofi be r  
Pol)- tyr n of d ifferent origins ( P  I ,  P I I  and P e l I I )  were electro pun 
into fibers u ing a pre-organized set of electrospinn ing conditions. Those were 
\ oltage of 1 5  kV. feed ing rate of 1 0  mllhr. pinning distance of 1 5  cm and laboratory 
humidity ( · no,o r lat i\'e humidity ) .  nder the e conditions. solution containing 20. 
30, and 40 wt% of each of the polymers were electrospun into fibers. Those were 
characterized for their  morphology usmg EM. and surface area and pore size 
di tribution u ing 2- adsorption,  F igu res 1 7- 1 9  show SEM micrograph of 
microfiber electrospun from olutions containing 20. 30. and 40 wt%, respectively. 
All amples showed the formation of randomly di stributed micro-scale fibers v.- i th 
cy l indrical morpholog , No signs of other non-fibrous morphologies. such as beads. 
ribbon . is lands, or fi lms. were found. Results of the fiber size d istribution of these 
fibrou samples are shown in F igu res 20-2 2 .  An average fiber size of 3 , 5  mm was 
hown i n  the fi bers produced from 20, 30. and 40 w1% solutions of PSI  with a s l ight 
i ncrease with i ncreasing the in i tial  concentration of the polymer solutions; Figu re 
20 .  On the other hand a erage fiber size of 5 ,  7 and 1 0  mm were shown in  the 
fibrous samples produced by the electro spinning of 20. 30. and 40 wt% PSI I  
solutions; F ig u re 2 1 .  The relatively higher average fiber size produced from the 
spinning of P S I I solutions than the PSI  solutions could be related to the higher 
molecular weight of P S I I than PS I  ( 1 00,000 vs, 350,000 Da, respective ly) .  Fibers 
produced from the spinning of solutions containing 20. 30, and 40 wt% of recycled 
polymer ( P SC I I I )  showed an average sizes of 1 .  4.5 and 7 nun. respectively;  
F igu re 22 .  These confirm the effect of init ial  molecular weight of the polymer o
n the 
average s ize of fibers. where molecular weight of PSC I I l  was midwa
y between that 
of PS I  and PS I I ;  2 1 6,000 Da. I ncreasing the molecular weight o
f the polymers is 
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knov'" n to highly  affect the vi cosity of o lutions prepared thereof. This. in tum. i 
al 0 kno\,\ n to be )- ield coar er fiber . H igh magni fication micrograph of fiber 
produced from the pinning of 20wt% olution of the three polymers are shO\vTI in 
Figu re 23. Micrograph confirmed the cyl indrical morphology of the fibers \\'ith low 
urface roughne and sign of internal porosity . S urface roughness and internal 
porosity could be related to the immediate evaporation of the solvent as a result of 
fi ber d po it ion during electrospinning.  
F igure 1 7 : SEM micrographs of a) PSI , b) PSI I ,  and c )  PSC I I I  fibrous sorbents 
obtained by electrospinning 20 wt% solutions of each polymers in DMF 
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F igure 1 8 : SEM micrographs of a) PSI ,  b )  PS I I ,  and c )  PSCI I I  fibrous sorbents 
obtained by e lectrospinning 30 wt% solutions of each polymers in DMF 
so 
F igure 1 9 : SEM micrographs of a) PS I ,  b )  PSIL and c )  PSCI I I  fibrous sorbents 
obtained by electrospinning 40 wt% solutions of each polymers in DMF 
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Figure 20:  F iber size d istribution of fibrous sorbents obtained by electrospinning of 
( a) 20%, (b)  30%, and ( c )  40% solutions of PSI polymers in  DMF 
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F igure 2 1 :  F iber s ize d istribution of fibrous sorbents obtained by 
electrospinning of (a )  20%. (b )  30%, and ( c )  40% solutions of PSl l  polymers i n  
DMF 
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F igure 22 :  F iber size d istribution of fibrous sorbents obtained by 
e lectrospi nn i ng of  ( a) 20%. (b)  30%, and ( c )  40% solutions of PSC I I I  polymers in  
DMF 
F igure 23 : H i gh magni fication SEM micrographs of fibrous sorbents obtained by 
electrospi nning 20 wt% solutions of (a )  PSI , (b) PSI I ,  and ( c) PSCI I I  polymers in  
DMF 
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ment of the fiber porosity wa carried out by ad orption-de orption 
perim nts u mg 2 adsorpt ion.  Figu re 24 sho\',:s ad orption-de orption hy tere i 
of  fiber produced from the electrospinning of 20 \\1% solution of the three 
polymer . 1 1  fibers hov .. ed type ] V  i otherms with a lo\-v extent of 2 ad orption. 
\\ hich i r lated t the 10\\ surface roughness of the fiber . As a re ult of the non­
"" oven natur of the fiber . pore size distribution was measured; shown in Figu re 25. 
The ab ence of h igh urface roughness of the fibers of al l  polymers was reflected in 
the pre ence of minor me 0- and micro-porosity within the fibers. The distribution 
curve showed. on th other hand. macro-porosity . which could be related to the 
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F igure 2 5  : Pore S ize d i stribution of fibrous sorbents obtained by ele
ctrospinning 
solutions contain ing 20 wt% of each of the polymers in  DMF 
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.t.3 O i l  orpt ion Experiment  
... . 3. 1 0 OC C ru d e  Oi l  
5 8  
Electrospun p I)' tyrene fibers fabricated from solutions containing 20 .  "'0 .  
and 40 \\.1% P L P I I  and P C l I I  \\ ere evaluated for their efficiency in col lecting 
D crude oil p i l l  in  imulated salty water. In addition. sorpt ion capacity was 
evaluat d a a function of the orbent weight. Figu re 26 how the sorption capacity 
( gig ) of the c rude oi l  using 0 .0044. 0 .0066. 0 .05 and 0. 1 g of fibrous sorbents 
prepared from solution contain ing 20 wt% of P L PS I ! .  and PSC l I I  polymer . 
orpt ion xperiment were conducted for 30 minutes. Al l  sorption curves showed a 
imi lar pattern with an in  tant sorption of the crude o i l  by the fibrous sorbent within 
the fir  t 30 econds of the sorption experiment. I n itial sorption did not take place on 
a gradual basis s imi lar to the adsorption of gasses onto sol id  sorbents. Instead. 
orpt ion \vas i nstant and is attributed to the trong hydrophobic-hydrophobic 
i nteract ion between the pol meric fibrous orbent and the crude oi l  floating on the 
urface of an aqueous medium. F igu re 27 shows the maximum sorption capacities 
achieved after 30  seconds using various weights of the fibrous sorbents that were 
prepared from solutions containing 20 wt% of PS I .  PSI I .  and PSCI I I .  A general trend 
can be derived from this graph. where the instantaneous sorption decreased with 
increasing the weight of the sorbent regardless of the type of polymer. It should be 
mentioned that a l l  experiments were conducted at a constant volume of the oi l .  This 
indicates that a m in imum amount of each of the sorbents was essentially used for 
col lecting the crude o i l  from water. I n  addition, the cotton- l ike visual morphology of 
the fibrous sorbents and the random distribution of the fibers indicate that increasi ng 
the sorbent weight w i l l  increase the volume-to-weight ratio, which wi l l  make it  
d i fficult  for the highly 
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Figure 26 :  orption capacit ies of ADNOC crude o i l  onto (a)  0.0044g. (b )  
0 .0066g. ( c )  O .OSg ,  and Cd)  O . l g  fibrous sorbents prepared from electrospinning of 20 
wt% solutions of the polymers in DMF 
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Figure 27 :  Maximum orpt ion capacities achieved after 30 seconds using various 
weight of the fibrous orbent that were prepared from solutions containing 20 wt% 
of PS I ,  P I t  and PSCIn 
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\ i cou  c rude o i l  to  penetrate within the interconne ted porositie of  the fibrou 
orbent . Figure 28 how photographs taken during orption experiments. They 
c learly indicate the cotton- l ike nature of the fibrous orbents and trong interaction 
betv .. e n the crude o i l  and the sorbent. 
Fibrous orbent prepared from 30 and 40% polymeric olutions howed a 
imi lar pattern. \>\ ith overal l lower sorpt ion capac ities. Figu re 29 and 3 1  show the 
c rre ponding orption capac itie . respectively, a a function of the sorbent weight. 
The h ighest achieved sorption capacit ies after 30 econds were also recorded and 
plotted in  Figu res 30 a n d  32, respectivel . Results also indicate that maximum 
orption \\ a achieved when 0.0044 g of orbent was used. F igu re 33 summarizes 
the orption capac ities of sorbents prepared from 20. 30. and 40 ",1% solutions of 
P 1 .  P I I .  and PSCI I I  at a constant sorbent weight of 0.0044 g. I t  can be shown that 
the i nit ial  instantaneou sorption decreased with increasing the in.itial concentrations 
of the polymer . Thi could be attributed to the increase in the fibers dimensions as 
the i nit ial  concentrations of the polymer solutions were increased. This i s  reflected in 
an overa l l  decrease in the surface area of the fibers; a major property that dictates the 
high sorption capacity of the fibers. On the other hand, results shown in Figure 33 do 
not c learly indicate the effect of molecular weight of the polymers on their sorption 
capaci ty as a function of the concentrations of the polymer solutions. 
F igure 2 8 :  Steps o f  the sorption capacity experiments 
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F igure 29 :  orption capac ities of ADNOC crude oi l  onto (a) 0.0044g, (b) 
0 .0066g. ( c )  0 .05g. and (d) O . l g  fibrous sorbents prepared from electrospinning of 30 
wt% sol utions of the polymers in  DMF 
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F igure 3 1 :  Sorption capac ities of ADNOC crude oi l  onto (a )  0.0044g. (b)  
0 .0066g. ( c )  0 .05g,  and (d )  O . l g  fibrous sorbents prepared from electrospinning of 40 
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F igure 3 2 :  M aximum sorpt ion capacities achieved after 30 seconds using various 
v,eights of the fibrous orbents that were prepared from solutions containing 40 wt% 
of PSI .  PSI ! ,  and P e l I I  
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F igure 33 :  H ighest achieved sorpt ion capacities after 30 sec of fibrous 
orbents (0 .0044g/each) prepared from electro spinning of 20. 30. and 40 wt% 
solutions of each of the polymers in  DMF 
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pon init ial ad orption of the crude o i l  onto and into the fiber . de orption of 
the un-adsorbed oi l  tarted to tak place on a gradual ba i s  within the fol lowing 30 
mi nut duration f the experiment. This pattern \Va ob erved in al l  experiments. 
De orpti n could be related to the presence of weakly adsorbed layer of oil that 
were not d i rectly attracted to the fibrou sorbent through the h) drophobic­
hydrophobic interaction.  Th refore. i t  could be stated that the high cohesive forces 
bet\', een various hydrocarbon in the crude oi l  predominated in these externally 
ad orbed layers. lead ing to their desorption. In addition. the gradual desorpt ion could 
be rei at d to the high v i  cosity of the crude o i l .  Figu re 34 shows the 30 minutes 
orption capacit ie of the oi l  onto fibrous sorbents of the three polymers at a constant 
orbent \veight of 0 .0044g. These results also imply the percent o i l  remaining into 
and onto the fi brous sorbent after 30 minutes of adsorption. A pattern similar to that 
hown in F igu re 33 was observed where the amount of adsorbed oi l  remaining in the 
fibrou orbent was d irectly related to that i nitial ly adsorbed after 30 seconds. 
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F igure 34 :  H ighest achieved sorption capaci ties after 30 min of fibrous 
orbents prepared from electrospinning of 20, 30, and 40 �t% solutions of each
 of 
the polymers in DMF 
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I t  hould be mentioned that sorbent loaded with o i l  was removed from th 
media after 30 s cond and left for dripping in  a petridish. Therefore. the de orbed 
il wa dri pped in the petridi h. and is was retrieved, This  means that the removed oi l  
pi l l  i compl tel col lected despite the de orption of the external l bound lavers of - . 
o i l .  The retrieved \.\ at r-fre o i l  can therefore be recycled. To estimate the extent of 
retrie\'al of  oi l .  the fol lowing equat ion was appl ied : 
Where :  
[w - W ] 
% Retrieval = L 
W
i f X 100  
11', : i s  the sorption capacity ( gig) after 30 seconds ( init ial)  
H�( i s  the sorption capac ity ( gig) after 30 minutes ( Final)  
Figu re 3 5  show the extent of retrieval of crude oi l  after desorption from the 
fibrou sorbent of d ifferent weights e lectrospun from solutions containing 20, 30. 
and 40 \.\1% of PS I .  PS I I ,  and PSCI I I .  These results indicate that a maximum of 40% 
o i l  can be retrieved during the process of its removal from aqueous media. Despite 
the absence of a d i rect correlation between the type of polymer. its concentration or 
the \veight of sorbent. a general trend can be derived where PSI I  sorbents of a l l  
percentages showed the highest percent of retrieval fol lowed by PSC I I I  then PSI  
sorbents. 
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Figure 3 5 :  Extent of retrieval ( % )  of AD OC crude oi l  adsorbed onto PSI ,  P I I .  and 
P e l I I  fibrous sorbents (a) 0 .0044g, (b )  0.0066g. ( c )  0 .05g, and Cd)  O . l g  prepared by 
the electrospin of 20. 30. and 40 wt% solutions of each of the pol mers in DMF 
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.t.3 .2  TOT L rude Oi l  
Ba ed on the finding of the orption of  D OC crude o i l  onto P L P I I  and 
P I I I  fi brou orbent . t\>,,·o v. eights of the sorbent \'\'ere cho en for further 
e\ a]uati n on their performance on removal TOTAL crude oi l  from simulated alty 
v" ater. Tho \<\- ere 0 .005 and 0.0 1 g. As wa previously mentioned. TOTAL crude oi l  
\Va hO\\TI to have a c 10 e density to that of AD OC crude oiL but wa found to be 
}OO,o Ie v i  cou . F l uidity of the oi l  during the sorption experiments is. therefore. 
expected a compared to that of ADNOC crude oi l .  F igu res 36-38 show the sorption 
capacit ie of 0.005 :lJ1d 0.0 ] g - orbents prepared from solutions containing 20, 30 
and 40 \\1tO ° of P L P I I .  and PSC I I I  polymers, respectively. Al l  sorption 
experiment sho\>,:ed an in it ial instantaneous sorption onto the fibrous sorbents after 
30 econd of sorption.  However. the maximum achieved sorption capacities \ ere 
inferior to those obtained during the sorption of AD OC crude oi l  onto the same 
orbents . These resul t  could be related to the d ifference in v iscosity of the o i l s, 
hence their variat ion i n  fluidity during sorption. Highly viscous AD OC crude oi l  
was shov"n to h ighly adsorb onto the fibrous sorbents. As was mentioned before, 
v iscosity is related to the presence of long chain hydrocarbons in the oi l . The higher 
v i scosity of A D  O C  crude o i l  could be related t o  the presence of h igher molecular 
weight hydrocarbons than those present in  the less viscous TOTAL crude oi l .  This 
brings in an important hypothesis  where h igher molecular weight hydrocarbons 
i nd icate h igher degree of hydrophobic i ty .  which was reflected in higher sorption 
capacit ies onto the hydrophobic  fibrous sorbent. On the other hand, the low iscosity 
of the TOTAL o i l  indicates the presence of lower hydrophobic species, which co
uld 
strongly explain the lower sorption capacities of this oil onto the fibrous so
rbents. 
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F igure 36 :  Sorption capacit ies to TOTAL crude oi l  of fibrous sorbents (a) 0.005g, 
and (b) 0 .0 1 g prepared from electrospinning of 20 wt% solutions of the polymers in 
DMF 
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Figure 37 :  Sorption capacit ies to TOTAL crude o i l  of fibrous sorbents (a)  O .OOSg, 
and ( b )  O .O I g  prepared from electrospi l1ning of 30 wt% solutions of the poly
mers in 
DMF 
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F igure 38 :  Sorption capacities to TOTAL crude oi l  of fibrous sorbents (a) 0.005g, 




Figu re 39 ( a -c )  ho\\ a compari on between the highe t achieved orption 
capacit ie of th orbent prepared from 20. 30.  and 40% olution of the three 
pol.> mer . r pect iv Iy a a function of the orbent weight after 30 second of 
orpti n. n 0\ eral l  trend can be derived where doubl ing the weight of the orbent 
h \\ ed a s l ight J l1crea in the initial in tantaneous sorption capacities in al l  
experiment . On the oth r hand. there \-\'a an insignificant effect of the initial 
lution concentration. from which sorbents were prepared. on the sorption 
capacit i  s .  Moreover. the effect of molecular weight of the polymer on the sorption 
capacit ie was al o in ignificant. 
pon i nstant ad orption of the TOTAL crude oil onto the fibers. desorption 
of the weakly ad orbed oi l  tarted to take place dur ing the 30 minutes duration of the 
experiment. Thi behavior as observed in al l  experiments involving TOTAL crude 
oi l  and i s imi lar to that Sho\VIl in the desorption of AD OC crude oi l  from the 
fibrou sorbents. Calculat ions of percent retention and percent retrieval of the 
TOTAL o i l  after 30 minutes are plotted in F igu res 40-- n .  respectivel . A direct 
relationshi p  can be also derived between the remaining o i l  in the fibrous sorbent and 
the in i t ia l ly adsorbed o i l  after 30 seconds. These results also indicate the possibi l ity 
of retrieving 60% of the adsorbed TOTAL oi l .  Compared with 40% retrieval of the 
AD OC crude o i l .  the d ifference could be related to the lower viscosity of the 
TOTAL o i l  and the lower extent of init ial  adsorption with the fibrous sorbents. 
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F igure 39 :  H ighest achieved sorption capac ities capacities to TOTAL crude oi l  after 
30 sec of fibrous sorbents ( 0.005g & 0 .0 1  g) prepared from electrospinning of (a )  20 
wt%, (b )  30 wt%, and ( c ) 40 wt% solutions of each of the polymers in  DMF 
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Figure 40: H ighest achieved sorption capacities capacities to TOTAL crude oil after 
30 m in  of fibrous sorbents sorbents (0 .005g & O.O I g) prepared from electrospilming 
of of  (a )  20 wt%, (b)  30  wt%, and (c ) 40 wt% solutions of each of the polymers in 
DMF 
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F igure 4 1 :Extent of retrieval (%) of TOTAL cnlde oi l  adsorbed onto PSI, PSI I .  and 
PSCI I I  fibrous sorbents ( a) O .OOSg, and (b )  O .O I g  prepared by the electrospinnig of 
20, 30,  and 40 wt% sol ut ions of each of the polymers in DMF 
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4.3.3 D 0 C ru d e  Oi l  
Fibrou orbent prepar d from solution containing 20, 30 .  and 40 \\'to 0 of 
P 1 .  P I I .  and P I I I  polymer were also u ed for the orption of ADCO crude o i l .  
Ba ed on the result hO\\1  in  F igure 1 4. DCO oil is less viscous than both 
D 0 and TOT L crude oi l  . I ts vi cosity i s  around 1 0% that of the viscosity of 
D 0 oil but is clo r to the v iscosity of TOTAL oi l .  hence it has more fluidity 
than both oi l . F igu res 42-44 ho\ sorpt ion capac it ies of fibrous sorbents (0 .005 and 
0.0 1 g) to A DCO o i l .  Despite the lower visco i ty of the o i l  than the other oi ls .  i t  
howed an i n  tant adsorption onto the fibrous sorbents within the first 30 seconds of 
the experiment . Thi behavior i s  s imi lar to what wa shown with both AD OC and 
TOT L .  
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F igure 42 : Sorption capac it ies to ADCO crude o i l  of fibrous sorbents (a)  0.005g, and 
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F igure 43 : Sorption capac i t ies to  A DCO crude o i l  of fibrous sorbents (a )  O.OOSg, and 
( b)O .O l g  prepared from e lectrospinning of 30 wt% sol utions of the polymers in DMF 
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F igure 44: orption capacit ies to ADCO crude oi l  of fibrous sorbents (a) 0 .005g, and 
(b)O .O l g  prepared from electro spinning of 40 \\1% solutions of the polymers in 
DMF 
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Figu re �5 hov" highe t achieved orption capacities after 30 econd of 
experiment . Value ho\\ n in the e graphs are cia er to those achieved with TOT L 
crude o i l .  "",here the highest achieved sorption capacity was 68 gig . b.1ernally 
ad orbed oi l  started to de orb from the surface of al l  orbents within the fol lowing 
.., 0 minute of the orption experiment reaching a plateau after 1 0  minutes of 
orption.  Thi i comparable to th time at which plateau wa achieved in desorption 
of TOT L crude o i l .  On the other hand. de orption of AD OC crude o i l  took place 
after S 5 minute of exp riment. This variation is attributed to the difference in  
v i  co i ty between the three oi l  . F igure 46 shows the lowe t sorption capacities; an 
indication of th amount of oi l remained onto the fibrous sorbent. after 30 minutes of 
experiment . The amount of oi l  remained in  the sorbent was direct ly proportional to 
tho e i ni tial ly ad orbed after 30  seconds, showing a simi lar pattern to what was 
ob erved on the other crude o i l s. As a result. the percent retrieval after 30 minutes 
\\ a calculated in al l  experiments. and plotted in F igu re 47.  A maximum of 48% of 
ADCO crude oil  was retrie ed. Compared with a maximum of 60% retrieval extent 
with TOTAL crude o iL  the d ifference could be attributed to the relatively lower 
v iscosity; hence 10 er hydrophobicity of the ADCO crude oi l  than that of the 
TOTAL crude o i l .  These fi ndings indicate that i nit ial  adsorption of the crude o i l  
cou ld  be fol lowed by h igher extents of desorption in  case of lower v iscosity crude 
o i l s. as was observed with TOTAL and ADCO oi ls .  On the other hand, higher initial 
adsorption, as was shown in the experiments involving ADNOC crude oiL was 
fol lowed b a retrieval extent of 48%, which could be attributed to the higher 
cohesive forces between the long chain hydrocarbons which highly contribute 
to the 
ele ated v iscosi ty of the crude o i l .  
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F igure 45 :  H ighest achieved sorption capacities to ADCO crude o i l  after 30 sec of 
fibrous sorbents prepared from e1ectrospilming of (a)  20 wt%, (b )  30 \vt%, and (c ) 
40 wt% solutions of each of the polymers in  DMF 
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Figure 46:  Highest achieved sorption capacities to ADCO crude oi l  after 30 min of 
fibrous sorbents prepared from elec trospimung of (a)  20 wt%, (b)  3 0  wt%. and (c  ) 
40 wt% solutions of each of the polymers in DMF 
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F igure 47 :  Extent of retrieval (%) of ADCO crude oil adsorbed onto PSI ,  PSI ! ,  and 
P SC I I I  fibrous sorbents (a)  0 .005g. and (b )  O .O l g  prepared by the electro spin of 20. 
30, and 40 wt% solutions of each of the polymers in DMF 
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Ba ed on th orption re ults of al l  crude oi l  with fibrou orbent . it wa 
ob en ed that on average orbents prepared from olutions ontaining 20 \\1°'0 of 
P I I  howed the h ighe t orpt ion capacit ie among other polymers. Figu re 48 sho'w 
a com pari on betv. een the orption capac ities of the three types of crude o i l  onto 
orbents fabricated from sol utions containing 20 v,,1% of P I I .  Highe t 
achieved orption values were summarized in  Figure 49. I t  i s  evident that AD OC 
c rude o i l  how d th h ighe t orption capacities than the two other crude oi ls .  This  
wa attributed to  d iffer nce in visco it  betvv'een the o i l s .  where high viscosity 
indi  at longer chain hydrocarbons. hence h igher hydrophobicity and as a 
con equence h igher extent of  attraction to the hydrophobic fibrous orbents. The 
do e orption capacit ie of TOTAL and ADCO crude o i l s  on the same fibrous 
orbents confirms til ls hypothesi s where both oi ls  were c lose in viscosity and were 
both inferior to that of th A D  O C  crude o i l .  I t  can be also shown in  Figu re 4 8  that 
a l l  c rude o i l s  shovy'ed a s imi lar plateau after 1 0  minutes of sorption where de orption 
of the weakly adsorbed oil was ceased. F igu re 50 summarizes the retrie al % of all 
crude o i l s  onto the P I I  fibrous sorbents. The h ighest retrie al rate was acmeved 
v,:hen TOTAL o i l  was in 01 ed. 
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F igure 49 :  H ighest achieved sorption capac ities to AD �C, TOTAL, and ADCO 
crude oi l  after 30  sec of fibrous sorbents (0 .005g & O.O l g) prepared from 
electro pi lming of 20 wt% solutions of PSI I in DMF 
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F igure 5 0 :  Extent o f  retrieval ( % )  t o  ADNOC, TOTAL, and ADCO crude o i ls  of 
fibrous sorbents (0 .005g & O.O I g) prepared from electrospinning of 20 wt% solutions 
of PSI I  in DMF 
.tA E ffect  of E lect ro p in n i n g  P a ra m eter on orpt ion of TOTAL Crude Oi l  on 
P I I  Fi brou orbe n t  
9 1  
I n  the previou ections, it wa shov,l  that poly tyrene fibrou sorbent \Vere 
succe ful ly  u ed to c l lect three d ifferent type of crude oi l  from simulated alty 
\\ at r media. The main hy pothesi behind thi high efficiency was attributed to the 
high urface area of the fiber and their  hydrophobic nature. Based on the e findings, 
fine tuning of the characteri tics of the fiber produced by electrospinning of 20, 30 
and 40 \\1% P L P I I ,  and P C I I I  solution was attempted. The main objective was 
to tudy the effect of vary ing the electrospinning conditions on the performance of 
the fiber to\vard the sorption of TOTAL crude o i l .  Results wi l l  be discussed in the 
fol lowing ection . 
.tA. 1 E ffec t  of Solve n t  
I t  hould be mentioned that fibrous sorbents e aluated in  the prevlOUS 
ections for the removal of ADNOC TOTAL and ADCO crude oi ls  were prepared 
by electrospinning solutions of each of the polymers i n  dimethyl fOffi1amide ( DMF) .  
Thi i s  one of the commonly used solvents for d issolving polystyrene
1 36 . Another 
common solvent; tetrahydrofuran ( TH F )  has been studied as weU
1 36 . Sol ent 
m ixtures based on fOffi1ulat ions of DMF and THF were used to d issolve PSI .  PS I I  
and P e I I I  making 2 0 ,  3 0  and 4 0  wt% solutions thereof, and were electrospun at 
constant voltage 1 5KV,  feeding rate 1 0  mIJhr, spinning distance 1 5cm, humidity 
( normal ) 47%, and needle s ize 2 1 G . Proportions of DMF and THF in  the solvent 
mixtures are gi en in Table 4 .  
Table 4 :  ompo ition of solvent mixture of THF and D�IF 
Soh ent Solvent Compo ition ( %  by volume) 
THF 1 00 75 50 25 0 
DMF 0 25 50 75 1 00 
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nder the e condition . fibrous sorbents ( 0 .005 g/each) were evaluated for 
their ffic iencie in  remo ing TOTAL crude oi l  from salty water. Results are shown 
in F igu res 5 1 -53 for fibrous sorbents prepared from solutions containing 20. 30, and 
·:Wo 0 of P 1 .  P I I .  and, P c m ,  respect ively .  An overal l  trend was shown where al l  
fibrou orbents howed an instantaneous sorption within the first 30 seconds of 
experim nt. fol lowed by a ustained desorption throughout the remaining 30 minutes 
of experiment . On average. sorbents prepared from pure DMF and 50 :50 
( DMF:THF)  sol  ents showed the highest sorpt ion capacit ies achieved after 30 
econds. A c lo  e compari son between sorption capacities after 30 seconds of 
sorbents prepared from pure DMF and DMF :THF ( 50 :50 )  are shown in  Figu res 54-
55. Sorbents prepared from solutions conta ini ng 20 wt% of all polymers showed the 
h ighest sorption capacit ies in  both solvents. The h ighest achieved sorption capacities 
in these cases reached 80. 55 .  and 95 gig for polymers PSI ,  PSI I ,  and PSCl I I  
dissolved i n  pure DMF,  whi le those d issolved in DMF:THF (50 :50)  showed 87,  60 
and 84 gig, respecti e ly .  
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F igure 5 1 :  Sorption capac ities to TOTAL crude oil of fibrous sorbents (0 .005g/each )  
prepared by the e lectrospin  of 20 wt% sol ent o f  each ( a )  P S I ,  ( b )  PSI L  and (c ) 
PSC I I I  in  various solvent systems 
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F igure 52 :  Sorption capacit ies to TOTAL crude o i l  of fibrous sorbents (0 .005g/each)  
prepared by  the electro spin of 30 wt% solvent of each (a )  PSI .  (b )  PSI I ,  and ( c ) 
PSCI I I  in  various solvent systems 
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Figure 5 3 :  Sorption capacit ies to TOTAL crude oi l  of fibrous sorbents (0 .005g/each )  
prepared by the electrospin  of 4 0  wt% solvent o f  each ( a )  P S I ,  ( b )  PS I ! .  and ( c ) 
PSC I I I  in  various sol vent systems 
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Figure 54 :  H ighest achieved sorption capacit ies to TOTAL crude oi l  after 30 sec of 
fibrous sorbents prepared by elec trospinn ing of 20, 30. and 40 wt% of (a) PSI ,  
(b)PS I I ,  and (c)  PSC I I I  solutions in  1 00% DMF 
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Figure 55 :  H ighest achieved sorption capacities to TOTAL crude oi l  after 30 sec of 
fibrous sorbents prepared by electro spinning of 20, 30, and 40 wt% of (a )  PSI .  
(b )PS I l ,  and (c)  PSC r I I  solutions in  ( 50 :50)-(THF :  DMF) 
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orrelating the e \ alu s v. ith the EM micrographs of these orbent Figu re 
56 explains th relative ly  higher performance of P I and P c m  sorbent where their 
fiber ize wa in  the range of 1 - l . 5 mm. whi le  fibers produced from P II 200'0 
o lution ho\ ed a higher size range; up to 2 .5  mm .  The maller the size of the fibers 
th higher is their urface area. and consequentl thi is known to enhance their 
orption capac ity .  The M micrograph of P II sorbents shov"n in Figu re 56 also 
indicate more urface roughness of the fibers. as compared with sorbents prepared 
from other polymer . Con idering sorbents prepared from other concentrations of the 
P I I  polymer. Figure 57 compared SEM micrographs of sorbents prepared from 20. 
30. and 40 v.1% of P I I .  The decrease in  the sorption capacities with increasing the 
concentrat ion of the olutions from which the P II sorbents were prepared can be 
related to the relative increa e in  the size of the fibers, hence the decrease in the 
surface area of those fibers and thei r  tendency towards o i l  sorption. It should be 
mentioned that surface roughness of the fibers obtained from PSI I -20% solutions was 
not mentioned i n  the micrographs of sorbents prepared from 30 and 40% solutions in  
both solvents. These fi ndings i ndicate an insignificant variation in the sorption 
capacit ies of sorbents prepared in both pure DMF and DMF:THF ( 50 :50).  Figu res 
58-9 show the percent retrieval of o i l  from sorbents of 20. 30, and 40 wt% PSI ,  PSI I .  
and P C l I I  p o l  mer di ssolved i n  pure DMF and DMF:THF ( 50 : 50). respectively. 
Despite the variable % retlieval with percentage of polymer solution in pure DMF 
from which  sorbents were prepared, sorbents made from solutions in DMF :THF 
( 5 0 : 50) showed an increasing % retrieval with increasi ng the initial concentration of 
the polymers solutions. This was opposite to the decreasing sorption capacity with 
increasing the polymer solutions after 30 seconds;  shown in  Figure 55.  This related 
99 
to th relative increa e in  th size of the fi ber . hence the decrea e in  the urface area 
of tho e fiber and their  tendency toward oi l  orption. 
Ba ed on the abo e finding . sorbents prepared from solution containing 20 
wtO,o of P L P I I  and P e m  in  pure DMF and DMF :THF (50 :50)  were selected for 
further im e t igat ion of the effect of other e lectro pinning parameters on their 
performance in the removal of TOTAL crude o i l .  
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F igure 56 :  SEM micrographs of fibrous sorbents obtained by electrospirming 20 wt% 
solutions of PS at d ifferent solvent concentration ( a) PSI  ( 1 00%DMF), (b)  PSI 
( 50 :50,THD : DMF) .  ( c) PS I I  ( 1 00% D M F ), (d) PSII  (50 :50, THD: DMF).  (e )  PSC I I I  
( 1 00% D M F ), and ( f)  PSC I I  ( 50 : 50, THD:DMF) 
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F igure 5 7 :  SEM micrographs of fibrous sorbents obtained by electrospinn ing of PS at 
d ifferent solvent concentration (a)  20 w% PSI I  ( l OO%DMF),  b )  20 w% PSI I 
( 5 0 :50.TH D: D M F ) ,  ( c )  3 0  w% PSI I 1 ( 1 00% DMF),  (d )320 w% PSI I ( 50 : 50, 
THD:DMF), ( e) 40 w% PSI I  ( 1 00% DMF), and (f) 40 w% PSI I 1 (50 :50, THD:DMF) 
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Figure 5 8 :  Extent of retrieval (%) of TOTAL crude oil  adsorbed onto (a) PSI ,  (b) 
PS I ! .  and (c ) PSCI I I  fibrous sorbents ( 0.005g/each )  prepared by the electrospin of 
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F igure 59 :  Extent of retrieval (%)  of TOTAL crude o i l  adsorbed onto ( a) PSI ,  (b )  
P I I .  and ( c  ) PSC I I l  fibrous sorbents ( 0 .005g/each )  prepared by the electro spin of  
20, 30.  and 40  wt% solutions of each of the polymers in  ( 50 :50)% -(TH F:DMF)  
4.4.2 E ffect of ppl jed Vol tage 
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olut ion containing 20 \\1% of P L P I I  and P cm in pure DMF. and 
D 1 F :THF (50 :50 )  were electro pun into orbent at applied voltage of 1 0. 1 5 . 20. 
25 and .... 0 k . Fibrou sorbents prepared hereaft r \" ere evaluated for their  efficiency 
in remov al of TOT L c rude oi l .  Figure 60-62 show the sorption capacitie for 
orbent made of P I .  P I I  and P C I I I  polymer . respect ivel . It should be 
mentioned that non-fibrou sorbent were obtained at an appl ied voltage of 1 0  kV as 
a re ult of electr pinning solutions containing 20 wt% of PSI in DMF:THF ( 50 :50)  
and P C l I I  in  pure DMF and DMF:THF ( 50 : 50) solvents . Therefore. the ir  sorpt ion 
capac itie were not considered since the main objecti e of the work was to evaluate 
h igh urface ar a fibrous orbents for their perfornlance i n  removing oi l  spi l ls .  
Re ul ts hown in  Figu re 60-62 indicate a similar pattern to hat has been 
observed before in the sorption experiments of crude o i l .  An i nstantaneous sorption 
took place within the fi rst 30 seconds of the experiment fol lowed by a slow pattern 
of partial desorpt ion of the weakly adsorbed o i l  from the fibers for the remaining 30 
m inutes of the experiments. The h ighest achieved sorption capacities after 30 
econds were plotted i n  Figure 63 . An overal l  trend can be derived where increasing 
the appl ied voltage during the preparation of the sorbents led to an overal l 
enhancement i n  the sorption capacities of the sorbents. Figu re 64 shows SEM 
micrographs of sorbents prepared by electrospinning 20 wt% PSI I  i n  pure DMF at 
1 0. 1 5 . 20. 25 and 3 0  kV .  F ibers prepared at 1 0, 1 5 , 20. and 25 kV showed the same
 
s ize and s ize d i stribution. whi le deformed fibers were obtained at an appl ied 
oltage 
of 30 kV .  Variation in the sorption capacities are, therefore, related
 to the relative 
i ncrease in the surface roughness of the fibers with increasing 
voltage. as shown in  
the insert f the 
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micrographs at d ifferent voltage . Figu re 65 show the 
percent retrieval of the oi l  after 30 minutes of orption from al l  fibrou orbem . 
De pite th fact that in  ignifi ant correlation could be found between the percent 
retrieval and the appl ied voltage. percent retrieval was found to increase with 
increa ing the appl ied vol tage during the preparation of P I I  20 \\'t% solution. This 
c uld be attributed to the ini tial sorption performance of these samples after 30 
econd f experiment. 
a re ult of these findings, an applied voltage of 25 kV was selected for the 
preparation of P I I  orbents from olutions containing 20 wt% in pure DMF solvent. 
These condition were maintained for studying the fol lowing parameters. 
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F igure 60: Sorption capacit ies to TOTAL crude oil of fibrous sorbents (0 .005g)  
prepared b the eiectrospi nn ing of20 wt% PSI  solutions (a )  1 00% DMF, and (b )  
( TH F : DM F )  ( 50 :50)% at  d ifferent appl ied voltages 
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Figure 6 1 : orption capacit ies to TOTAL crude oil of fibrous sorbents (0 .005g) 
prepared by the e lectrosp inn ing 0[ 20 wt% PS I I  solutions (a) 1 00% DMF_ and (b)  
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F igure 62 : Sorption capac ities to TOTAL c rude oi l  of fibrous sorbents (0 .005g) 
prepared by the electrosp i nning of 20 wt% PSC I I I  solutions (a) 1 00% DMF, and (b )  
( TH F : DMF)  ( 50 : 50)% at d ifferent appl ied voltages 
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F igure 63 : H ighest achieved sorption capacities to TOTAL crude oi l  after 30 sec of 
fibrous sorbents prepared by electrospinning of of 20 wt% of (a) 1 00% DMF. 
(b )THF : DM F  - (50 :50)  solutions of each of the polymers at different appl ied 
voltages 
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F igure 64 : SEM micrographs of fi brous sorbents obtained by electrospinning 20 wt% 
solutions of PSn i n  DMF at d ifferent applied voltages (a )  1 0kV, (b)  l SkV, ( c )  20kV, 
( d )  2SkV, and (e)  30kV 
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F igure 65 : Extent o f  retrieval (%) of TOTAL crude o i l  adsorbed onto fibrous 
sorbents ( 0 .005g) prepared by the electrospi nn ing of 20 wt% PSI ! solutions (a)  
1 00% DMF,  and (b )  ( TH F : DM F )  (50 :50 )% solutions of each of the polymers at 
d ifferent applied voltages 
1 1 2  
4.4.3 E ffect  of Feed i n g  Rate 
Fibrou orbent \\ ere pr pared at  25 kV from olutions containing 20 \\100 of 
P I I  in pure DMF. \\ h i le varying the feeding rate during electrospinning at 1 .  5. and 
1 0  m LIhr. orbents prepared here with \\ ere evaluated for their performance in 
removing TOTAL crude o i l .  Re ult are plotted in Figu re 66. 1 1 orbents showed a 
typical sorption pattern with high instantaneou sorpt ion capacities of 29. 27, and 50 
gig for orbents pr pared at feeding rate of 1 .  5. and 1 0  mLIhr. re pectively. Al l  
orb lltS also hmved a ustained slow-rate de orpt ion of the weakly adsorbed oi l  
\\ itb t ime during the fol lowing 30  minutes of experiment . SEM micrographs of these 
orbents are bovvTI in F igu re 67.  where sorbents prepared at different feeding rates 
showed fibrou morphology . However. sorbents prepared at a feeding rate of 1 
m Uhr howed i nhomogeneous fiber size d istribut ion and fibers were distorted. 
urface crack are evident on the fibers in the insert of this micrograph. On the other 
hand. sorbent prepared at a feeding rate of 5 mLllu' showed the presence of beads as 
well  a i nhomogeneous size d istr'ibution of the fibers. Beaded morphology provides 
sites of low urface area which could be considered the reason for the decreased o i l  
sorption i n  orbents prepared at  5 mLlhr feeding rate. whi le un-beaded sl ightly 
cracked fi bers ( prepared at a feeding rate of 1 m LIhr) showed moderate sorption 
capacit ies .  I n  contrast. sorbents prepared at a feeding rate of 1 0  m L/hr showed a nOll­
beaded fibrous morphology with a homogeneous size d istribution. This morphology 
explains the h igh performance of those sorbents prepared at 1 0  m L/hr as compare
d 
with sorbents prepared at other feeding rates. I n  addition. sorbent prepare
d at a 
feeding rate of 1 0  m Llhr achieved a 56% retrieval after 30 minutes F i
gure 68. Based 
on these fI nd ings, a feeding rate of 1 0  mUhr was selected as an
 optimum parameter 
1 1 3  
for the ft l Iowing et of  xperiment toward the fabrication of fibrous sorbent by 
el ctro pinnjng.  
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Figure 66: orption capacit ies to TOTAL crude oi l  of fibrous sorbents ( O .OOSg) 
prepared by the e lectrospinn i ng of 20 wt% PSI I solutions at feed ing rate ( 1  m llhr, 
5 mllhr, and 1 0mllhr) in  DMF 
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Figure 67 :  SEM micrographs of  fibrous sorbents obtained by electrospinn ing 20  wt% 
sol utions of PSI I in  DMF at feeding rate at ( a )  I mllhr, (b )  5mllhr, and ( c )  1 0mI/hr 
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F igure 6 8 :  Extent of retrieval ( °'0) of TOTAL crude oi l  ad orbed onto fibrous 
rbent (0 .005g)  prepar d by the e lectro pinning 0[ 20 \\1°'0 P I I  o lution at 
feeding rat ( 1  ml lhr, 5mllhr. and 1 0mllhr) in DMF 
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4 A A  E ffect of Di  t a n c  
Figu re 6 9  how orption apaciti of orbent prepared at an appl ied 
\ ol tage of 2 I-.. . a fI eding rate of 1 0  mUhr of 20 \'.10 0 o lution f P I I  in  pur 
o 1 f.. and electro pinning di  tance of 1 0. 1 5  and 20 cm.  I ncr a ing the pinning 
d i  lance i I-..no\\ n to I ngate the tra\ I patl1\\ a) of the fiber toward the grounded 
l Iector. hence more thinning of th fib r . 1 1 2 Therefore. iz of the fiber hould 
de rea e with in rea ing th pinning di  tance. Ho\vever. the EM micrograph 
�h \\ n in  Figu re 70 do not upp rt thi concept. n in ignificant change in  the lze 
of the fiber \\'a ob en ed . I n  add ition. more beading \\'a ho\\'n in the 
micro tructure of the orbent prepared at pinning di tance of 1 0  and 20 cm. On 
the other hand. a homogeneou non-beaded morphology wa achieved when orb nt 
\\ ere prepared at a pinning di tance of 1 5  cm.  the pre ence of bead indicate a 
10\\ ering in  the urface area of the fibers. which explain the low orption capacity of 
orbent prepared at a pinning di tance of 1 0  cm.  I n  contra t. orbent prepared at a 
p inning d i  tance of 20 cm howed the highe t init ial orpt ion capacity after 30 
econd de pite the fact that bead were al 0 found in the micrograph of this orbent. 
Thi could be related to the homogeneou di tribution of the size of the fiber in  the 
orbent. The absence of beads. and the homogeneou size di tribution of the sorbent 
prepared at a pinning di tance of 1 5  cm suggested this distance to be selected as an 
opt imum pinning d i  tance for the re t of the optimization proce s.  F igure 71  show 
a l inear i ncreased pattern for the percent retrie al of the oi l  with increasing the 
p inn ing distance. Thi pattern could be related to the d ifference in  the initial 
in tantaneou sorption capac ities of al l  samples. 
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Figure 69 :  orption capaclt le  t TOTAL crude oi l  of fibrou sorbent (0.005g)  
pr pared b) th el ctro pinning of 20 ,-\10 0 P I I  solution at  distance (Needle to 
col lector) at 1 0. 1 5 . and 20cm in DMF 
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Figure 70:  E M  micrographs of fibrou orbents obtained by electro pinn ing 20 wt% 
solution of P I I  at di tance ( eedle to col lector) at (a )  I Ocm, (b)  1 5cm, and ( c ) 
20 m 
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F igme 7 1 : Extent of retrieval ( 0'0) of TOTAL crude o i l  adsorb d onto fibrou 
orbent ( 0 .005g)  pr pared by the electro pinning of 20 \\'1:% P I I  olution at 
di tance ( eed le to col lector) at 1 0 . I S . and 20cm in DMF 
1 20 
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.t A . S  E ffect of H u m id ity 
I n the pre ence f humidit) . e lectro pinning \\ a pre\ iou 1) ho\\ n to 
produce fiber v .. ith urface roughne and internal poro it) . Th main obj t i\  e of 
tud) ing the effect of  humidit) \\ a to ee \\ hether or not created urface roughnes 
\\ ould a fTe t the rpti n capac itie of the produced fibrou orbent at different 
f re lat i\  e humid it) . It hould b m ntioned that humidit) \\ a changed 
in ide the electro pinning chamb r by aturating it \\ ith \vater vapor before 
electro pinning \\ a to be carried out. 
Figu re 72 hO\\ th orption capacit ie of fibrou orbent formed under the 
pre\' iou I) opt imized condition and under the effect of various degree of humidity .  
T) pi al l) to what wa ob erved in  the pre iou orption experiments. al l  sorbents 
howed in tantaneou sorpt ion capac itie of variou extent depending on the degree 
of humidit), under \\ hich orbent were prepared. The o\'eral l orpt ion capacitie 
decrea ed with increa ing the degree of humidit),. Figure 73 show the EM 
micrograph of orbent prepared under various degree of humidit),. An overal l  
increa e i n  the average ize of the fiber with inc rea ing the degree of humidity can 
be een. Average fiber ize of 2, 3. and 5 . 7  flm were calculated for the fiber 
electrospun at 47 .  70-88 .  and 89-99% relat ive humidit),. re pectively.  The e findings 
indicate a possib i l i ty of i mpregnation of the water of humidity within the fibers 
during thei r  formation. I n  order to confinn thi assumption. EM was carried out at a 
high magni fication of the fibers created under 70-88 .  and 89-99% relative humidity ;  
Figu re 7 .t .  Both micrographs showed a maximum degree o f  internal poro ity and
 a 
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Figure 1'2 : orption capacit ies to  TOTAL crude oi l  of fibrou sorbent (0 .005g) 
pr pared by the electro pinning 0[ 20 \\10 0 P I I  olution at different Humidity % at 
-l9% - om1al.  ( 70-8 8 )0'0. and ( 89-99)0 0 ) in DMF 
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Figure 73 : E M  micrographs of fibrous sorbents obtained by electrospi nning 20 wt% 
solutions of P I I  at d ifferent H umidi ty % at (a )  49% - onnal, (b )  ( 70-88)0 0, and ( c ) 
( 89-99)%) in  DMF 
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F igure 74:  High magni fication E M  micrographs of fibrous sorbents obtained by 
electrospinning 20 wt% sol utions of P S I I  at d ifferent Humidity % at (a) ( 70-88 )%. 
and ( b) ( 89-99)%) in DMF 
1 2 5  
The e features were only observed \ hen the relative humid ity 
d uring preparation was increased to the said alues. These micrographs 
therefore confirm the as umption that \ ater of humidity was 
impregnated \ i thin the fiber during the ir  formation and a a re ult of it  
e\  ap rat ion porou fiber v. ere reated . The pre ence of increa ed poro it)' \ ...  a 
expected to increa e the overal l  urfac area of the fiber . hence reflected on an 
in rea ed orption capac ity . The oppo ite \va found v"here increa ed degree of 
relat i \ e humidity pr du ed fiber that howed a d crea ed orption capac ity .  The e 
re ult ar attributed to the fol lowing two ob er ation : F irst. the urface of the 
fi ber \\ ere not a porou a their  interior , and hould therefore not be expected to 
ha\'e ele\ ated orption capacit ies.  econd. and during the sorption experiment of the 
orbent produced at higher degree of humidity.  i t  wa observed that brittleness of 
the fiber increa ed \\'i th increasing the degree of humidity .  Moreover. fiber \vere 
hown to breakdown after mixing v.:ith the o i l ,  leadi ng to a loss of the fibrous 
architecture of the orbents . The e observat ion , therefore, explain the decrease in  
the orption capac i ty of the orbents with increa ing  the degree of relative humidity 
under which fiber were prepared. F igu re 75 how the percent retrieval of the o i l  
after 3 0  m inute of sorption within the porous sorbents created at  d ifferent degree of 
relative humidity .  nder nomlal humidity condition . 60% of the o i l  was retrie ed. 
Thi high value was in  accordance of its sorption behavior where a continuou 
desorption of the weakly ad orbed oi l  was ob erved throughout the 30 minutes of the 
experiment . On the other hand, the decrea ed percent retrieval of the orbent 
prepared under 70-88% relative humidi ty is attributed to the low init ial ads
orption 
after 30 seconds. I n  contrast, the h ighly increased percent retrieval (> 
70%) of the 
1 2 6  
fiber prepared a t  the highe t degree of relat ive humidit: could b attributed to  the 
10\\ mechanical tabil it) of the fiber and their br akdo\', n during the orption 
c"'perimcnt : h nce oi l  \\ a mechanical l) retrieved from the fiber . In conclu  ion. a 
normal degree of re lative humidit) (470 0 ) wa elected a an optimum value for the 
preparati n of rbent . 
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F igure 7 5 :  Extent o f  retrieval ( 0'0) of TOT L crude o i l  ad orbed onto fibrous 
orbent ( 0 .005g) prepared by the electro pinn ing 0[ 20 w1:% P I I  olut ions at 
d ifferent H umid ity °'0 at 49% - ormaL ( 70-88)% , and ( 89-99 )%) in DMF 
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I Vo4.6.  ffee t of . eed le D i a m eter 
Pre\ iou tudie howed that ne die diameter ha an important effect on the 
diameter of the fiber emerging from the ne die .  I n  the market. ) ringe needle are 
k.no\\ n b) gauge number \\- here increa ing the gauge number decrea e the internal 
d iameter of the needle .  ] n the current tud) . needle with 4 various gauge were 
tudie ' .  Tho e wer 1 8 . 2 1 .  23 .  and 29.  Table 5. how the nominal internal diameter 
f needle . 
Table - .  auge number - nominal internal diameter conversion of needle 
u ed in the current tudy 
Gauge number 1 8  2 1  23 29 
Nominal I nternal Diameter ( mm )  0 .83 8 0.5 1 4  0 .337  0. 1 84 
F ibrou orbent prepared usmg the e ne d ies were investigated for their 
orption capac it ie . Re ults are shown in Figure 76. All orbent showed a typical 
pattern of  sorption with t ime tart ing with initial in  tantaneous sorption capacitie 
after 30 econds of orption. fol lowed by a low de orption pattern throughout the 
remain ing 30 minutes of the experiments. Figu re 77 hows EM micrographs of 
fibrou sorbents prepared u i ng these d ifferent gauge needles. It is evident from these 
micrograph that the average size of the fibers decreased by increa i ng the gauge 
number of the needles. which i s  in accordance with the conversion data sho\'/Tl in  
Table .t .  Howe er. more beads were ob erved by increasing the gauge number. as 
pointed b arrows i n  the micrographs of fibrous sorbents electrospun using 23 and
 29 
129 
gauge . n the other hand. flbrou orbent prepared u ing gauge numb r 2 1  ho\\ ed 
un-beaded fiber \\ i th a homogeneou ize di tribution. \\ hich \\ a reflected on a 
relat i,el.) high rpt ion capacit) : Figu re 76. 
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Figure 76:  orption capac it ie to  TOTAL crude o i l  of fibrous orbent (0.005g) 
prepared by the e lectro p inning of 20 \,,,1°'0 P I I  solutions at d ifferent eedle 
d iameter at 1 8G. _ 1  G. 23G.  and 29G in DMF 
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F igure 77 :  E 1 micrograph of fibrous orbents obtained by electrospinn ing 20 wtO,o 
o lut ion of P I I  at d ifferent eedle diameters at (a)  1 80.  (b)  2 1 0. ( c ) 230. and (d )  
290 in  DMF 
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1n  addit ion. fibrou orbent prepared u ing gauge 2 1  howed the highe t 
percent retrie\ al ( 60° 0) among a l l  im e tigated fibrou orbent : Figu re 78. The 10\\ 
orption capacit) of  the fibrou orbent prepared u ing needle of other gauge ""a 
al reflected in  I \\ retrie\ al percentage within the range of 33-3 7°'0. 
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F igure 78 :  xtent o f  retrieval ( % )  of TOTAL crude oi l  adsorbed onto fibrous 
orbent (0 .005g )  prepared by the electrospinning of 20 \\1% P I I  olutions at 
d i fferent eedle d iameters at 1 8G,  2 1  G, 23G, and 29G in DMF 
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h a pter  5 :  Co n c l u  ion  & F u t u re D i rect ion 
Thi tud} im e tigated th potent ial of u ing high urface area fibrou 
rbent in the remO\ al of crude o i l  p i l l  from alt) \vater media. Three t) pe of 
pol) t) rene \\ ith \ ari u molecular \\ eight \\ ere inve tigat d. Tho e were P I 
( 1 00.000) .  P I I  ( 3  �O.OOO ) .  and P C I l I  ( 225 .000 ) .  P c m  was prepared by recycl ing 
pol) t} n�ne foam and offee cup made of the ame material . Three t) pe of crude 
oi l  were inve tigated. Tho e inc luded : AD 0 . TOT L and ADCO with variou 
\ i co it ie . Pol) meric olution containing 20. " 0. and 40°'0 of each of the polymer 
\\ ere prepared b) di o lving the COlTe ponding amount of th polymer in THF. DMF 
or a combination of the t\\ O ol\'ents. Polymeric olution were electro pun into 
microfibrou orbent . \vhich wer then characterized for their  microstructure u ing 
E 1 technique and poro it)' as wel l  a pore ize distribution u i ng 2-ad orpt ion 
technique. orbent v;ere evaluat d for th ir  effic iency in the removal of crude oi l  
pi l l  from imulat d alty water media u ing a tandardized A TM method. 
Re ul t  ho\\ ed a trong cOlTelation between the characteri tic of the fibrous 
orbents in term of the i ze. size d istribution and morphology of the fiber . and their 
orption capacit ie of the crude oils spi l ls .  Result al 0 confirmed the po sibi l ity of 
retrie\ i ng around 70% of the col lected crude oi l  p i l l  with a confirmation of ab ence 
of water i n  the ad orbed o i l .  Based on these findings, detai led optimization 
experiments were carried out, where the effects of arying the electro p inn ing 
condition on the characteri t ic of the fibers and consequentl the sorption 
performance of the fibrous orbent prepared thereafter. were tudied. These factor 
i nc luded: solvent in which polymer solutions were prepared. appl ied voltage. feeding 
rate. spinning d istance. humidity inside the electro p inn ing chamber. and spinner
et 
1 3 5  
( need le)  gauge. The main objecti\ e  \\ ere to obtain bead-free fibrou orbent \\ 1th 
uni fied ize di  tribution. pore ' d' 'b ' d lze ) tn utlOn. an con equently con i tent orpt ion 
capa itie . 
the 
orrelation \\ ere dra\\ n bet\\ een each of the electro pinning parameter and 
rpti n capac itie and electro pnning condition were optimized at the 
fi 110\\ ing:  
l .  Pure DMF and 0 1 F :THF ( 50 :50 ) .  a prop r olyent 
_5k a an appl ied voltage 
3 .  1 0  ml  h r  a a feeding rate 
4 .  1 5  cm a a p inning di  tance 
Tomlal relative humidity ( 47% ) inside the electrospinning chamber 
6. 2 1  G ( 0 .5 1 4  mm)  as a gauge of the pinneret ( needle)  u ed In the 
e lectro p inning 
Ba  ed on the oyeral l  finding of the current work, a h igh potential for the 
removal and retrieval of the crude oi l p i l l  wa proven. I n  addition, the tudy 
howed the po ib i l ity of olving three environnlental problems via the recyc l ing of 
polymeric waste. remoying crude o i l  pi l l . and retrieving the col lected oi l  spi l l . The 
author, therefore. strongly recommend the continuation of these studied with more 
effort toward the maximization of the efficiency of remo al and retrieval of crude 
o i l s  p i l l s  from aqueous and non-aqueous a wel l  as dry media. 
Our future plane related to this study, i to scale-up the electro pinning of the 
P microfibers for possible testi ng under ' real l i fe'  conditions. We are also interested 
in exploring ways to po sibly recycle or regenerate the orbed oi l  from the 
P fiber . 
136 
I n  additi n.  \\ e would l ike to te t the po ibi l it) of u ing our P microfibrou 
orbent for o i l  pi l l  lean up in non-aqueou environment uch a beache . 
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